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Will Be Called
The 240th C. A. To Go
Into Active Training If
Bill Is Passed

“I am not an alarmist. I think we
The 240th Coast Artillery Regi
can hold our own, or be one step ment, Maine National Ouard, will
be one of the units called for active
ahead by helping the others."
training if Congress approves pend
Thus rooke E. J. Cornells of New ing legislation, Gen. George C. Mar
York and Camden addressing shall, Army Chief of Staff told the
tae Rockland Lions yesterday on Senate Military Committee, Mon
International affairs.
day, according to the Associated
"England is the only thing left Press. He said War Department
on the other side," he admitted “and plans had been made to erect can
it is no stunt at all for the Ger tonment barracks at Portland Har
mans to move very rapidly. They bor posts for housing the regiment.
are only four days away by boat.”
Earlier the Senate Committie ap
Mr. Cornells did not discuss po proved unanimously the legislation
litical issues, but in a highly in authorizing President Roosevelt to
teresting and non-partisan man order the National Guard and the
ner described the growth of the Officers Reserve Corps into active
Wendell Willkie boom and how he training for any period of 12 con-*
had become affiliated with it be secutive months.
If the '240th is called for active
fore the Republican Presidential
candidate was seriously considered training at Portland Harbor Posts,
as a contender in the Philadelphia more than 2500 men will be quart
convention. The speaker voted for ered there, a larger number than
Roosevelt four years ago and is at any time since tlie World War.
However, under recent recruiting
enrolled as a Democrat.
"Abuses have crept into our gov tables, the 68th Coast Artillery at
ernmental system and ought to be Forts Williams and McKinley in
corrected,” said Mr. Cornells. . . . cludes 1.410 men and 57 officers; the
Willkie never had a ghost writer 240th has 953 men and 65 officers;
and asserts that he has never de and the two 8th Coast Artillery bat
livered a speech that he did not teries quartered at Fort Preble
numbered about 120 men and a
write himself.
“Most important of all,’' said Mr. dozen officers.
Barracks to house the 240th prob
Cornells, “is the foreign situation. ably
will be erected at Williams,
We have got to get our house in McKinley. Preble and Levett, at
order, and we will never be able each of which the regiment has asto do it until the European situa ,'ignments. Tlie First Battalion
tion is settled. We are seriously will man heavy guns at Forts Wil
threatened, but not necessarily to liams and Levett; the Second Bat
day. It is in the offing, however. talion has trained on six and three"There is no use to talk about the inch guns similar to those mounted
money which has been wasted in at Port McKinley; and batteries of
the past eight years. We have got the Third lanti-aircraft) Battalion
to look out for the present and the probably will be quartered at Forts
future. There is no such thing as Williams, McKinley and Preble,
neutrality when we have got a where anti-aircraft armament is
maniac at large. Nations which mounted or where placements for
have temporized one after another the weapons are plotted. The
have come to grief except Sweden Searchlight Battery of the 240th
which has not yet been in the line also will be used at the four forts.
of march.
Orders affecting tables of organi
"Germans and
Italians are zation recently received from the
stongly entrenched in the Argen War Department will provide the
tine and constitute a distinct 240th with 11 new officers, accord
threat against the United States. ing to Col George E Fogg, com
“If Germany should capture or manding officer. The changes will
destroy the British fleet, there is entail designation ot three lieuten
nothing between them and this ant-colonels as battalion command
country except Canada, and if that ers, while a major will be executive
country is attacked what are you officer for each battalion. Hither
going to do about the Monroe doc to, battalions have been commanded
trine? Shrug our shoulders or get by majors, with a lieutenant as ad
jutant.
up and fight?
“I am interested to see the way I
~ “
so many people like to hear what J UlloW StflDUS
sounds pleasant. Senator Borah *
M
told them there wasn't going to be | In response to requests and in
any war. but two weeks later it was quiries, following item, published
declared.'’
in this paper recently is here re
Mr. Cornells lived abroad some peated:
years and learned tQ speak French
“Many persons—and probably
before he learned English. He many motorists—may be wondering
speaks other languages, but dis at the significance of those new
continued German after the last yellow lines found ln the center
World War. He says he never of ihe highway. It is not an easy
dreamed the time would come when matter to explain, unless the pic
he could not go in peace to Lon ture is before you. As this paper
don or Paris and other European understands the motorist may not
capitals. He cannot do it now. and depart from his lane if there is a
one man is responsible.
yellow stripe on both sides of the
“The nearest approach to such white stripe and he may not leave
a situation we ever had before so long as there is a yellow stripe
this," said Mr. Cornells, "was the on the same side as his lane. He
Napoleonic War. But Napoleon ] may cut in however, if the yellow
never destroyed houses, and he did stripe is on the opposite side, or
not evict the owners and replace if there is no yellow stripe on either
them with Frenchmen. That was side of the white stripe.'
only a side-show compared with
the present war.
“We have the same old group trying to play the isolationist game
and get away with it. One thing
is certain, we are going to dig deep
into our jeans before this is over,
OPENING AUG. 1ST
for neither Willkie nor anybody
else will be able to balance our
budget.”
Guests at yesterday's meeting
were J. M. Bernstein of Portland,
Electric and Acetylene
Hugh Montgomery of Camden, J.
WELDING
Stevenson of Long Island and D. L.
Modern Equipment
Adams of Rockland.

A. A. WARREN

Two Experienced Workmen
Will Go Anywhere. Any Time
No Job Too Big. No Job Too Small

“I have been here for ten days,”
| writes Scott F. Kittredge from
Washington, D. C.. “and the mercury
587 Main Street
has not gone under 90 once. One
Telephone to be installed
day, 100, the next 99. then 98.2 and
91-93 today (July 29) is cool; only 96."
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THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
SAIL IN AMERICA

Laying Plans For Salvation Drive
Necessitated By Absence Of Chest

WILLKIE’S CALIFORNIA GAIN

In the Presidential election of 1936 the Republicans cast
only 32 percent of the vote in California, or 7 percent less
than they had cast when Roosevelt was first elected in 1932,
By June, 1940, the Pacific coast State had failed to fall in
line with the rapidly returning Republican sentiment which
was found by the Gallup poll to have gained only five points.
The latest preview shows a change which is almost startling,
for the Republicans have Jumped from 37 to 46 percent and
the New Deal party (formerly the Democrats) has dropped
from 63 to 54. The Republican gain is, however, only Indi
cative of the reaction which ls taking place throughout this
country. Pennsylvania and New York with their powerful
blocks of electoral votes have already shown Willkle to have a
4 percent lead. The intense interest shown ln the remarkably
accurate Gallup poll will probably cause a rush for the Sun
day paper which will show the popular vote for the two can
didates In each State and the lineup of electoral votes on the
eve of the campaign's start. Patrons of the Boston papers
will find the results in the Globe.

OUR .APOLOGY TO THE NEWS
The Courier-Gazette ls a stickler for giving credit where
credit ls due, so we are somewhat shocked to receive a letter
from Editor S. H. Erskine of the Lincoln County News mildly
rebuking us for crediting one of its editorials to the Lewiston
Journal. An excellent paper like the News ls probably never
guilty of one of those mental lapses like the one of which we
were guilty when we gave the Lewiston Journal a credit by
mistake. The editorial ln question concerned the banner
which so many motor cars are carrying advertising "The
Desert of Maine." "It may be thought to signify the Pine
Tree State as a whole." said Editor Erskine, adding em
phatically that Maine is not a desert regardless of what
that spot in Freeport may be. The Desert of Maine is cer
tainly worth going a long distance to see, and the manage
ment is having phenomenal success in inducing motorists to
turn their cars into "sandwich boards.”

UNSAVORY ODORS
Bath and Lewiston have the sympathy of more fortunate
cities. Bath, as told by the Times, has too many rats and a
foul-smelling city dump. Lewiston is reporting “terrible
stench" from the Androscoggin River, the foul pollution from
pulp mill chemicals has caused fish to die by the thousands.
Come down to Rockland and enjoy the tang of the sea and
the clover scented aroma which sweeps down from Pleasant
Valley.
CAN’T STAND NEW DEAL

It was not altogether a surprise Tuesday when Alfred E.
Smith declared ln favor of Willkie, because the former Presi
dential candidate did not support Roosevelt four years ago,
but on the same day John B. Jameson, a former New Hamp
shire Democratic chairman, informed the Republican Na
tional committee he is supporting Willkie.
Johnson said: I note "with growing apprehension the
continued encroachment of the government on the rights of
the States and individuals, which culminated In that shame
ful exhibition of political tyranny manifested in the Chicago
(Democratic) Convention."
Smith said: “In my opinion, the recent so-called Demo
cratic Convention ln Chicago sounded the death knell of
the Democratic Party. Millions of genuine Democrats
throughout the United States will continue to protect and
defend true Democratic principles and will in no way willingly
or silently tolerate any foreign blocs, call them New Dealers
or what not. The thing to do is to defeat the Democratic
party this year and get rid of the fellows who turned it into
the New Deal party."
WHICH IS WHICH?

Great Britain must have had a tremendous amount of
merchant marine, or the German reports of tonnage sunk
must be tremendous lies. "You pays your money and takes
your choice.”

Tried To End Life
Walker’s Corner Man At
Bangor Hospital In
Critical Condition
Charlie Piiralnen, 48. of Walker's
Comer, attempted suicide Tuesday, 1
' shooting himself in the head with j
'
! a .22 rifle . He was found lying in
j a clump of bushes opposite his

AT COOPER’S BEACH
Modern Conveniences
Ideal Beach for Children
Inquire

Rev. Benj. P. Browne
On Premises
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
Major
and Mrs.
Abraham
was established ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
Thompson who have lately taken
papers consolidated March 17,1897.
up their duties as officers In charge
of the local Salvation Army branch
are finding their new assignment
[EDITORIAL]
a most congenial one, and local

FOR SALE
FIVE-ROOM COTTAGE

This has been said not once but many times of the splendid
Sunday Excursion Cruises run through September 15 among the
scenir islands of lovely Penobscot Bay.
An invigorating, healthful way to spend a Sunday. Low
fares—fast, powerful, absolutely safe steamers.
Stmr. North Haven—Sixty mile sail—Swan’s Island, Stoning
ton. North Haven.
Stmr. W. S. White—Twenty-five mile sail to Vinalhaven.
Shore dinners on the Islands available.
Both boats leave Tillson’s Wharf at 9 o’clock, daylight time,
each Sunday, and return in the Ute afternoon.
Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven, $1.50; North Haven, $1.50;
Stonington, $2.20; Swan’s Island, $3.00.

THREE CENTS A COPT
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home, about 50 feet from the road,
by Harlan Maxey, a neighbor, who
heard Mr. Pliralnens groans.
Mr. Maxey Immediately went to
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alexan
der Wilson for aid and the authori
ties were notified. The A. D. Davis
<k Son Ambulance rushed Piiralnen
to Knox Hospital where he was
treated by Dr. H. J. Weisman and
Dr. Howard Appolonio. after which
he was sent to the Bangor State
Hospital. At last reports he was
said to be semi-conscious and ln a
critical condition.
Despondency is believed to have
beer, the cause for the act. Mr.
Piirainen is married and has one
step-son.
JUSTICE BARNES RESIGNS

Chief Justice Charles P. Barnes
of Maine, eligible for retirement
since he became 70 years old about
a year ago, Wednesday resigned
his high berth to which he was ap
pointed in November, 1939, by Gov.
Barrows.

NEW PUBLIC TENNIS COURTS
NOW OPEN
TRY THE NEW “NO-GLARE” SURFACE
Balls and RiCq. ’ts may be obtained at the Courts
Located at the Gunir of Camden and Main Streets,
Rockport

the rank of major, stationed in
various New England cities, includ
ing Houlton and Waterville. Genial,
friendly and energetic, he has made
friends everywhere.
Mrs. Thompson was formerly
Florence Mayo of Newcastle, N. B..

Volume 95

Number 92.

STRANGEST FARM ON EARTH
Sunday Visit To Famous New Hampshire
Resort, Glimpsing the Beaches
(By The Roving Reporter—Second Installment)

When our identity was made
known Mr. Jackson dropped al’.
other duties ln order to show us
some of the attractions of Benson’s
Wild Animal Farm.
Impossible to describe ln a few
paragraphs the wonders seen in this
enclosure—ferocious beasts, animals
from the Far East, beautiful horses
and ponies, a priceless collection of
waterfowl and gorgeously plumert
birds from all climes, an art gallery
Beyond Ogunquit, heading west of famous animal paintings, mum
ward, the highway widens to five mies imported from the tombs of
lanes, and they are all busy on a Arabia.
pleasant Sunday ln Summer.
There's one thing that's inescap Eddie Takes Us In Tow
With hls circus connections
able on our trips and that is the
"fried clams" sign. Now why strongly to the fore Eddie Jackson
doesn't somebody depart from the took us first to an enclosure which
stereotyped form and advertise contained a circus wagon, elephant
“clams baked in seaweed," or some drawn in the days of Bostick &
The harnesses are
thing similar. There are some of Wombwell.
us, you know, to whom anything shown, together with the living
wagon which Proprietor Benson
fried is taboo.
1 That unwelcome, but admittedly used.
Admission is charged to the Ben
attractive weed known as bluebane
thrives near the New Hampshire son Wild Animal Show but once on
border, creeping nearer and nearer the inside there are no catch-penny
Major and Mrs. Abraham Thompson, now in charge of Salvation Army
to Maine farms where it will be as schemes, unless you desire to buy a
work here
welcome, as the proverbial skunk. I bottle of pop, a package of popcorn
business men in full accord with 1 and her membership in the Salva- saw bluebane for the first time while or some other mild form of refresh
their efforts.
1 tion Army antedates that of her crossing the Province of Ontario ment. Performances are given
Major Thompson is a native of' husband. They were married in a few years ago, and will never for dally, when the animals are put
Campbellton, N. B.. and has been Campbellton.
get the beautiful appearance of a through their paces.
affiliated with the Salvation Army ; “I think there is a wonderful
With many others we passed into
35 years, converted In his home outlook for the Salvation Army in whole field of the blue blossoms, re
town at an open air meeting. Six Rockland," Major Thompson told sembling at a distance the familiar the small building where two Egyp
months later he was enrolled as a , The Courier-Gazette. "The busi- bachelor's button.
tian mummies were on exhibition.
soldier.
! ness men are with us, and it reRoses everywhere, but their month The couple may have been attrac
Whlle still a member of the mains only to work hand to hand,
was nearly over, and the Ramblers tive when they canoed along the
branch in his home town he was and shoulder to shoulder."
In the absence of the Community were fading and becoming discol Nile a thousand years ago, but
promoted to sergeant major. Edu
mummifying ls evidently not a
cational opportunities were not his Chest this year the Salvation Army ored.
lot for he worked by day in a lum needs must conduct an individual
beauty parlor performance. Eddie
ber mill, and he comes under the campaign, tlie goal of which has Widening The Highway
told us how Mr. Benson made a long
been
set
at
$2,500.
classification of self educated.
A sign points toward Newington, trip Into Egypt to buy some camels,
Prefacing
that
drive
there
will
Thirty years ago he went to Lynn,
Mass., as a machinist in the em be a get-to-gether at the Copper N. H., where in the days of the but didn’t find what he wanted
ploy of the General Electric Co., Kettle Tuesday night at 6.30. On World War our popular sheriff, and was coaxed to look over some
and there continued his member- the following day mail appeals will j Earle Ludwick, performed mighty mummies, two ot which he bought
ship in the Salvation Army. After go forward, and a week later the stunts working ln a shipyard which
at a price much lower than they
11 years' residence in Lynn he felt house to house canvass will be made
used to pay for American slaves
the call to apply for an offleership. by uniformed Salvationists, armed built boats for the Government.
Whats this, Greenland? Yes, in the ante-bellum days.
He was accepted and has since bom with proper credentials.
sir, and the town lives up to its
name by having an igloo. Stratham An Indian Totem Pole
I don’t like snakes, but I did have
mows Its roadsides and the effect
is commendable. Oardens are ln a K**
three pythons, which were
It Came In Two Sections, varying stages of development. In 1,avln« a Sunday morning belated
Excitement Promised
one place a farmer was offering new ■s'eeP- Eddie told us how one 0
For Union Fair Patrons
Thanks To the Storm,
potatoes for sale, while In many
attacked a trainer the othf
Four Successive Days
But Was a Success
places I saw fields where the corn <*a)' winding his coils around th>
man ’n ^le twinkling of an eye.
Half a thousand diners made was hardly more than knee high.
The four day pulling program at
Taking Route 1 out of Ports- Attendants heard the man's outUnion Fair, • just released by their way to St. Bernard's Parish
Charles H. Vanner. superintendent of supper Tuesday, tlie milling throng mouth, we passed through Exeter, eTles and released him from the rep*
pulling events, promises to be one packing the basement tables an Epping and Brentwood. In Exeter l*les deadly clutch,
of the most outstanding programs ’ hour earlier than schedule when and vicinity they are extending the ! Mucl1 more pleasing to my eye
of such events to take place any fickle skies sent- patrons scurrying width of the cement highway by were Ihe handsome flowers and
where in Maine this season Fol
laying about a yard of concrete on shrubs ln whlch
P1’" abound.*
from the lawn party.
lowing is a list of events to take
The dining room, in charge of Mrs. each side. The result is not only I -roB» from aU Parts of the world
place:
And we liked the white ponier
Tuesday, Aug. 20—1030 a. m.: Arthur Doherty, was a hive of beneficial, but the colors make an
some of which formerly inhabited a
steers. 1 year old. steers 2 year old. bustling activity as appetites were interesting contrast.
oxen, 6 ft. 2 in. and under 6 ft. 5 alertly catered to by the corps of
Golden rod, that harbinger of ap- Pr*ncess stable and have been rldin.; 1 p. m.: horses. 2500 pounds waitresses: Mrs. Thomas Fleming, proaching Fall, is in full bloom den by Elizabeth and Margaret, the
and under, horses, 2600 pounds and
Mrs. John Welch, Mrs. Lawrence along the roadside, causing a little Queens children.
under 2800 pounds.
Standing in tlie center of t’>«’
Wednesday, Aug. 21—10 a. m.: Dandeneau, Mrs. Arellne La Chance, rhiver of apprehension ln spite of
steer calves by under 15 years old. Mrs. Nicholas Anastaslo, Mrs. Lawthe day's oppressive heat. Park is an Indian totem pole, proboxen 6 ft. 2 in. and under, oxen 6 rence Mills, Mrs. John Burgess,
Route numbers are marked on abIy 15 teet 111 height. It repreft. 5 ln. and under 6 ft. 8 In.; 1 p. Mrs. Claude Bourget. Mrs. Zenas
f th road‘ ...
|h„ f..mlllar senU the "Great Eagle Rampant."
m.: horses. 2800 pounds and under Melvin. Misses Florina Ferrero,
01
™“owayaln lhe fa™‘lar
. ..
3100 pounds, horses 3100 pounds Rose Delmonlco, Josephine Pelll- ycllow which characterizes New Everybody has some sort of a hobb)
and under 3400 pounds.
| cani. Jean Calderwood, Matilda Leo, Hampshire. And why isn’t that a and “ 1 could afford it a totem
Thursday, Aug 22—10 a. m ; bulls Mary Anastaslo. Barbara Murray good idea for other States to follow? P°k would be one of mine.
6 ft. 10 in. and under, oxen 6 ft. 8 Virginia and Angelina D'Agostino. It saves
driver from scanning
The haby kangaroos are most inin. and under 6 ft. 11 In., oxen 6 Dorothy Anderson. Lorraine Rich, poles for route numbers, too often teres^nB—almost small enough to
ft. 11 in. and under 7 ft. 2 in.; 1 |Mary Donahue. Vita Lombardo,
fit into an overcoat pocket.
p. m.: horses 3400 pounds and over, Virginia Accardi, Helen Winchen not shown.
Benson has an especially valu
bach. Mary Passalaqua, Anita Gatti,
oxen 7 ft. 2 in and over.
able collection of bears. The pride
Friday. Aug. 23—10 a. m.: oxen. and Lucille Durette. Other com First Visit To Derry
Junior Sweepstakes (under 7 feet) mittees have been published pre
The farmers of Chester were sell of the house was sound asleep when
horses. Junior Sweepstakes (under ; vi?ilsly
, . . . .
...
ing eggs at 36 and 32 cents, respec we approached hls den, paws ex
3100 pounds); 1 p. m. sweepstakes
Disappointed, but no whit distively.
tended skyward.
for horses, sweepstakes for oxen. mayed by the showery weather, the
It was my first visit to Derry, a
Supt. Vanner states that in ac booths for the most part did a brisk
business before, between and after j name wlUcli became familiar to me A Startled Bear
cordance with the rules of the So the
raindrops. St. James Church
"I want you to see this chap,” said
ciety teams participating in the of Thomaston did a thriving busi when my legislative friend, A. C.
class pulling are limited to those ness with its appetizing array of Jones, was conducting a motion Eddie, and turning to a woman at
owned in Knox, Lincoln and Wal- home-cooked foods; and the Church picture theatre there. Rather a tendant directed her to throw some
d® Counties, but *n ,be sweep- 0{
Lady of Good Hope of Camwater on the animal.
stakes and junior sweepstakes for den sold all its "white elephants' nice town, we thought.
The order was accepted literally,
At this point Bob tunes in on the
both horses and oxen, teams where- and flowers to a ready market. At
and the woman threw a 10-quart
ever owned may participate.
Pontiac's
radio,
and
over
WBZ's
the fancy work table a varied dis
The feature event, of course, will play of hand-wrought articles new 50.000-watt transmitter we pall of water full upon the sleeping
be the sweepstakes class for horses. caught the admiring feminine eye
bear. The result was almost startWhich will carry a purse of $150 and patronage was not difficult to heard that 15 minute program for
which
the
whole
world
waits
each
for
bear 'eaPed a f00t or
and it is assured that some of the solicit. Refreshments moved stead
best teams in Maine will be on ily and the various games of chance Sunday—the marvelous Moylan sis two into the air, and shook him
self until everybody alongside the
hand for this event. The team had an interested following. Beano ters.
j owned by H. A. Hart of South Hope was in play until late in the eve
Poultry raising is conducted Icage got a 800d sPrin*thng.
which won the blue ribbon for this ning.
of “Life.......... probably
hereabouts on a mass scale, and 1 Readers ™
Outdoor pastimes were continued
event last year, has been promised
there
is
a
small
section
where
a
a
s
*
ory
about the Benson Wild
plenty of competition this year and Wednesday night and the Rockland
(Continued on Page Eight)
many are speculating upon whether City Band played all during the freak cyclone must have hit.
they can repeat their remarkable evening.
Wondering where we would ob
Principal awards were made thus; tain our lunch was a problem quick
exhibition of strength and skill
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Robert
McCarty,
$25;
Celia
Beau

again this season.
doin, bathrobe; Al. Lynch of ly solved when Bob spied a large
If I had my Ufa to lira agaliID I
Brooklyn, N. Y„ blanket; Charles structure which proved to be the would have made a rule to read «
WALDO REPUBLICANS
'T’mXl
George E. Nichols of Lincolnville, Coughlin of West Virginia, range; Brick House on Uie Derry Road”
chairman of the Waldo County Re Leroy Rogers, coal; Dr James located in Hudson on Route 102. tastes la a loss of happlnaaa.—Charlas
Darwin
publican committee, announced yes Kent. 100 pounds sugar; Charles Thc attractive exterior was equalled
terday that the county committee Wooster, radio and magazine table; by the excellence of the broiled
INTEGER VITAE
will meet with the members of the Ray Foley, toaster; Carl Simmons,
The man of life upright.
chicken
and
other
delicacies
which
chair.
Whose guiltless heart ls fre«
town committees and party candi
Robert McCarty served as beano the cuisine produced.
From all dishonest deeds.
dates at Memorial hall. Belfast, to
Or thought of vanlBy;
,
announcer
and
his
crew
of
assis

night, to complete plans for the
The man whose silent days
campaign. Among those invited are tants numbered John Moulaison. A Cemetery Sign
In harmless }o>n are spent.
State Senator Ralph I. Morse of Edward Boardman, John Knight,
It was near Hudson where a ceme Whom hopes cannot delude.
Nor sorrow discontent;
Belfast, Sheriff Roland L. Wood Robert Chisholm, Thomas Fleming tery which had the following sign
bury of Morrill, Register of Probate Natale Mazzeo. Paul Plourd, and
That man needs neither towers
in
conspicuous
lettering:
Nor armour for defence,
Marion E. Brown of Belfast, County Ben Dowling, Jr.
Nor secret vaults to fly
Attorney Hillard H. Buzzell of Bel
One Way Exit
From thunder's violence;
fast, Representatives E. Sam Farwell WILLKIE CLUB ADVISOR
Do Not Enter
He only can ibehold
Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow, of En
of Unity, and Charles C. North of
With unaffrlglited eves
“
Tlie
strangest
farm
on
earth"
The horrors of the deep
I Stockton Springs, and Ernest Davis glewood, N. J. and North Haven,
And terrors of the skies.
j of Montville, candidate for Repre acting president of Smith College was finally reached, six miles from
Thus scorning all the cares
and widow of the former Republi Nashua's union station.
sentative.
That fate or fortune brings
can United States Senator from
At the entrance we met up with He makes the heaven hls book,
Hts wisdom heavenly things;
The knockabout sold by L. A. New Jersey, has joined the advisory
Fickett to Marblehead parties is board of the Associated Willkie Mr Benson's Dress accrt Eddie Oood thoughts hls only friends,
Hls wraith a well spent age.
being taken to that port today. The Clubs of America, Oren J. Root Jr., Jackson, to whom reference was
rarth hls sober Inn
I owner is aboard and Herbert E. national chairman of the club or made in Uie opening installment The
And quirt pilgrimage.
ganization
announced
Tuesday
Higgins is navigating officer
of this article,
.—Thomas Campion

The Fulling Events

Catholic Lawn Party

Z.

Every-Other-Day
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nourishment. The civilizing pro
cesses of this drug "Curare'' is
what makes for the greatness of
nWET-TlMES-A-WEEB
— ! Mr. Olli s adventure and gift to the
Therefore the Son of Man is Lord ' world.
also of the Sabbath —Mark 2: 28. J
K. S. P.

The Courier-Gazette

Book Review

SOFTBALL

TOO MUCH FOGJIHAND
197 Items Reduced

Representative Smith Replies To President
Leforest A. Thurston On Airport Situation

"White Water and Black Magic.’ ]
In reply to a communication sion advises me that Rockland is
By MOSIIER
author Richard C. Olli, published |
, from President Leforest A Thurs- included in a list of 12 sites for
by the Henry Holt Company, New '
I ton. Rockland Chamber of Ccm- airports desired but that, of course,
York.
inerce.
Congressman
Margaret fcg ls tftie difficulty ln your sec
If one gets pleasure out of read
tion It is necessary first for the
1 Chase Smith writes:
ing of vital medical discoveries,
"I have already requested the city to own the land and then an
and consistent determined research. ,
War Department and the National application for WPA assistance
told with absolute experiences that ,
Defense Commission: also Public filed. Before a project can be
hold one almost breathless through
Roads Division, to Include Route 1 authorized, it is necessary to obtain
i in any plans made for defense pur- the approval of the Civil Aero
out the telling, here is a book that |
, poses. I am advised that this road nautics officials. I have talked this
Mr. Oill has given to the world
' is designated as of primary im- over with your Mayor and also writfull of wonder and amazement.
, portance. thus lf anything ls ac [ ten him to tills effect.
Establishing a home in the up- i League Standing
"If at any time I can be cf fur
per Amazon region on the Pastase !
W.
L.
Pet. complished in road construction. ther assistance ln this direction,
Route 1 should be included At the
River, he still lives there and has I Amoco ................ 12
3
.800 i present, however, no definite plans please do not hesitate to call upon
made such close contact-with these ! Texaco
......— 9
5
.643 I are in prospect.
me as I am most interested in air
tribes that they have opened their Indies ............
9 6
600
"Tlie CivU Aeronautics Commis activities.'*
hearts and secrets to him for study ,j Elks ................... 8
7
.533
and use in healing and all other | perrv's Markets
7
9
.438
uses of potent drugs.
A. Sc P............ — 6
8
428
Stars Are Out of Step
Back in New York and stricken Snow's Shipyards 6
10
.375
In Journey Around Sun
with Infantile paralysis and told j Van Baalen ...... 3
12
.200
Although Sunday was a beauti-l
While the earth and all the planet*
that he would never walk or have '
• • • •
ful day, it was no day for an excit-' travel around the sun in an anti
the full use of his arms and hands
Tonight—Van Baalen vs. Texaco ing race, but the wind was good for ( clockwise direction, as do also tha
again. His cure with this drug
cruising around tlie harbor
that is tised by the tribes to poison • Friday—Indies vs. A. & P.
nine moons of Jupiter and the two
their arrows, called curare, is a !
moons of Mars, the satellites ot Ura
Capt. Pred Haskell has put his nus and Neptune, the two outermost
dramatic and thrilling tale of re Snow's 16, Amoco 14
"Seablscuit"
overboard,
and
sailed
search that will be no doubt equal ,
planets, move ln a contrary direc
ln value for medical use as the , Snows Shipyard and darkness frcm his haven at tlie Northend tion, notes a writer in London Titto
enter
the
race.
He
sighted
Capt.
i
discovery of that other drug in handed the Atnocos their second
Bits Magazine.
sulin, and possibly of greater serv- ! loss in a row last night 16 to 4. Warner St. Clair's "Red Ply" first. I
Since the sun is master of the so
and
went
right
by
him.
according
'
ice in medical history.
Snows almost batted around twice
An absorbing story of life and in the first inning as they whaled lo Capt. Haskell's story. He claims lar system, and gave to hi* ch Iliving in this wild Jungle country, the offerings of Ed Lynch and he can beat any of the fastest boats dren both their speed and direction,
so much of which is little know-n j Brackett for 11 hits and 13 runs, in the club. Capt. Robert Hill's how is it that some of his grand
or the "Red Ply." It has; children are disobedient to hi* law?
to the world at large. Mr. Gill i Ed Bisbee came in the second and "Minx"
been suggested that this be settled
writes with a distinct individual gave up three more before he set- by a race Sunday at 2 30. to start Neither scientists nor astronomers
style, and deftly handles all prob- [ tied down to pitch one hit ball from the Public Landing, to Shag I have ever come to a definite under
lems with a clean literary' and over the remaining distance. With Rock, then to No. 1 buoy at the standing ot how the planets originat
sympathetic touch. The book is this lead of 16 to 3 at the end of Lime Co., and back to the Land ed. though most are agreed that bil
full up with enlightening illustra- . two innings it looked like a farce, ing. These boats are plenty speedy lions of years ago another sun ei
tions. throwing clearer every point But the ball game had Just begun and the spectators are in for a thrill ther collided with our* and was ab
in question: handsomely bound os , Tlie Amocas. more full of fight than if the wind is right. This race has sorbed into it, or that a similar
all the Holt publications are and at any time this year, kept ham- been requested by numerous fans.
fiery body passed so close that it
offers a great study as well as mering at Willis, and by scoring
• • • •
dragged great ribbons of incandes
adventure in reading.
in every inning had whittled the
Broad Cove was popular Sunday cent gas out ot the sun's body, and
The most striking single ex lead to 16 to 14 at the end of the
with
a number of small sailboats that these in the course ot time
ample of Jungle pharmaceutical sixth. Snow's sent five men to bat
cooled and coalesced into the planets
manufacture is this drug Curare and scored two runs in the seventh Capt. "Puff" Perry had a crowd of and their satellites.
called the flying death. It is the and then the game was called be young folks aboard hls "Sea Gull
and they enjoyed the swimming off
It is probable that the eccentrici
lethal arrow poison employed main cause of darkness. One of the the raft provided by Warren St.
ly by the blowgun users living east largest crowds of the year turned Clair. Some ot the boys walked on ties shown by the children of Uranus
of the Northwestern Andes. It is out for the game, and excitement the bottom of the Cove, abcut 20 and Neptune are due to the faet that
now being employed by modern ran plenty high, with several close feet deep, using the two steel div bfcfore they had time to settle down
into their properly-ordered way*,
medicine in the treatment of more dicisions and two near riots add ing helmets of St. Clair's.
some still more distant heavenly
than one of our most dreaded di ing to the fun. Much credit must
• • • •
body swept by them, imparting it*
seases. This has been found to be be given the losers for their splen
Capt. Richard Havener has’given own rotation to the starry toddler*.
true, that the jungle men have did fight after the ball game was
more than a score of potent drugs practically l06t. Willis Sullivan the sloop "Black Cow", of which he
found in the Amazon Valley. The continued his hitting streak by Is co-owner with his brother Fran
Durin the hot weather lighten
Indians' whole system of therapeu leading all hitters with two doubles cis. a new coat of paint in anticipa
tics is inextricably mixed with and a triple, Score in next issue. tion of Francis' vacation trip home ycur ironing by folding neatly with
from Baltimore.
out ironing, all Turkish towels,
their folklore and witch craft back
—
• • • •
to the Incas. There is much of
night clothes and sheets.
Bernard Kaler's boat, built byauto-suggestion and or psychic con
Judson Crouse, is all fitted out and
trol. Much use is made of the
I the owner is enjoying the sea
guinea pig both for medicine and
breezes
• • • •
'
Several
large
yachts are anchored
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed I in the harber Capt. Austin Philj brook has initiated tliat popular
here.
. custom of firing the sunset gun.
j the yacht s flags ail floating to the
Pour candidates will take the decks at the same time. It is an
first and second degrees at the I interesting sight.
Aug. 6 meeting of Seven Tree
Grange. Union.

■A.

New Low Everyday Values. — They speak
for themselves. — Come, See, Compare them
with what you have been paying. — You will
thrill at the savings, — Here are a few to
check.

LEAGUE

Waterfront Ripples

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

HAND
PICKED

GLENMERE

’39 Mercury Coupe
'39 Chev. Sport Sedan
’39 Chev. Town Sedan
’39 Ford Sedan
'39 Ford Coupe
33 Plymouth Spt. Sdn.
'38 Nash Coupe
’33 Ford Coach
’38 Stude. Town Sedan
'38 Ford Sedan
’38 Plymouth Tn. Sedan
'38 Pontiac Town Sedn.
'38 Hudson Sedan Tr.
’38 DeSoto Tr. Sedan
’37 Olds. Sedan, Tr.
’36 Ford Tr. Tudor
'35 Chevrolet Coupe
'35 Ford Coupe
'35 Chevrolet Coach
'35 Chrysler Tr. Sedan
’35 Dodge Tr. Sedan
’34 Nash Sedan
’34 Buick Tr. Sedan
’33 Chevrolet Sedan

'38 Ford 85 Convert
ible 5 Passenger
Cabriolet
White Sidewall Tires
Very ( lean

’38 Ford Sta. Wagon
Two to (’boose From

'37 Ford Sta. Wagon
37 Chev. Sub Carryall

TRUCKS
’33 Ford l/2 Ton Pickup
'37 Chev. !/2 Ton Pickup
’3G Ford l/2 Ton Pickup
’36 Ford 1l/2 Ton with
Hydraulic Dump

BARGAIN BOX
’32 Plymouth Sedan
’32 Essex Coach
'31 Chev. Sedan
’31 Chev. Coach
’31 Hudson Sedan
’29 Whippet Sedan
’29 Erskine Coach
CASH
TERMS
TRADE
We Do Our Own Financing

Knox Pomona Grange will meet
Saturday with Highlands Grange.
East Warren. The program is:
Greeting by the master of the host
Grange. Clarence Morse; response
by Arthur Clark of South Hope;
roll call. "O'.d Wives Wisdom About
Insects": talk. “Insect Poes of
Mankind" by Chester Butler of
Union; reading by Mrs. Ariel Dan
forth of Union; piano solo by Will
Bryant cf Union; surprise feature
by Mrs. Nellie Orff of Thomaston;
talk "Insect Friends," by Mrs. Ida
Gcss of Union; recitation by Don
ald Pushaw of South Hope; chorus
singing led by Mrs. Ruby Allen of
Rockland.

CLOTH INC,
STORE. J

LT
r

C

rocklard z

6 OZ CAN

pails every morning

after breakfast.
TIip store is hardly opcnel
these mornings when in they walk
. . . min with dinner pails . . .
here to buy the best work clothes
in the city.
And we’re just as proud of you.
gentlemen, as we are of our dress
suit customers.
Don't be afraid to walk in with
your dinner pail (1>r this business
is our bread and butter.

WORKING TROUSERS
$2.00. $2.50. $3.00
WORKING SHIRTS
85c, $1.00. $1.65
LEE OVERALLS
$1.75
CHEAPER QUALITY
$1.00
DUNGAREES
$1.00, $1.50

IMITATED’^,/
EQUALLED?^4/

GREGORY’S

NO. 24
CAN
NO. 2

h

h

mc

giruu

10c
17c

s

WESTCHESTER

JAR

«4 OZ
CANS

FANCY

16 OZ CAN

SULTANA

RED

MEDIUM

RED

16 OZ

c a

s

Rinso or Oxydol

2 UI
lce

Supersuds

2

PKGS
16 OZ
PKG

8'i OZ
JARS

CANS

MOTOR OIL
SUPER
BODY

GAL
CAN

91

[Sold where license permits]

price Inc. tai

PINT
CAN

16 OZ flc
PKG

midco

QQr
03

BARS

S BARS

WHITE TLOATINQ

PINT
BOT

A4C
ZI
Wesson Oil
O
Hampton Oyster Crackers
Ice Cream Powder
2
PILLSBURY’S BEST Ann Page Peanut Butter
LB
Armour's Veal Loaf
2
FLOUR 244
BAC
Armour’s Lunch Tongue
Kellogg's Corn Flakes 2
20
spSgf,£tIj
LGE
Sunnyfield Corn Flakes 3
nq
AW c
Dill Pickles
27c Pickles
Sweet Pickles
A&P String Beans
15c Sour Pickles R0^c\r0
A&P Peas
4^ 19
Mayfair Dill Pickles
A&P Squash
45 S 29
Mayfair Sweet Relish
Libby’s Corned Beef
11C HULU.
4%SZ 29=
Hershey’s
Chocolate
1 7® French’s Mustard *R*““
Crax
R G £ 41C
Baby Foods
LB
Black Pepper
41‘
Sultana Peanut Butter
AUGUST ISSUE WOMAN’S DAY
21c
NOW ON SALE. COPY 2c.
1I
Sunnyfield Corn Flakes 2 13 oz 17C
5C

LGE
PKGS

P&G Soap
4
Ajax Soap
Soap Chips
Woodbury’s Facial Soap 3
Selox
Rinso
Oxydol
Chipso Flakes
2
Fairy Soap
2
Camay Soap
3
Lifebuoy Soap
2
Ivory Flakes
Ivory Snow
2
Lux Flakes
Lava Soap

CAKES

PKG

GIANT

o

QUART
BOT

ALL FLAVORS

9 OZ
PKGS

CONCENTRATED

SUNNYFIELD
CANADIAN

ll monte

PKCS

Rinso
Oxydol

ft roll

ALLPURPOSE 244 LB
FAMILY
BAC

MEDIUM SIZE

14 OZ
CANS

10 QT. SIZE

Sunnyfield Flour
Sunsweet Prune Juice
Iona Tomato Juice
2
A&P Prunes
A&P Prunes
2
Sunsweet Prunes
2
A&P Grape Jam
2
Fruit Cocktail °
2
Preserves
A&P Grape Jam
2
A&P Orange Marmalade 2
Tomato Juice W 2

14 OZ
TIN

SS

"SxSH10«

CANS

5 LB PKG

64 OZ <
JARS <

12 OZ I
TIN
<
13 OZ
PKGS

c

bars

FRANCO AMERICAN

PKGS

J

NO. 2».
CANS

OR
GRANULES

ROYAL BRAND

QUARF

23C

LGE
PKGS

FANCY SIFTED

c

I CAKES

LGE

8 OZ
PKGS

i

PINT
BOT

|

NO. 2
CANS

I
,

NO. 2
CANS

.

SWEET or SWEET MIXED

GIANT SIZE PKG

a z

cakes

rlCKieS

NO. 24 i
CANS ,

MAINE PACK

c

1? OZ
TIN

MAYFAIR—CROSS CUT
or SWEET MIXED

BAKING

CAKES

pk g s

POUND
PKG

CLAPP’S
STRAINED

CANS

M
PKG

PKG

PKGS

CAKE

Heavy Steer Beef - Porterhouse, Sirloin, Bottom Round or N. Y. Sirloin

-

STEAKS or ROASTS ,33‘
FANCY FOWL ‘XT .21‘
LAMB FORES
.1_ c
LAMB LEGS
23‘
FRESH
SWORDFISH LB

AQC

Zd

FRESH
SALMON
HADDOCK
FILLETS

SUNNYFIELD COOKED HAMS
SUNNYFIELD SMOKED HAMS
SMOKED SHOULDERS
NATIVE CHICKENS
RIB ROAST
CHUCK ROAST

EITHER1" HALF

lb27c
lb21c

15'
25c
EB 23c
ts 25®
LB

2'l TO 3'i LB. AVERAGE

LB

LB

HEAVY STEER BEEF

COLD CUTS
Spiced Ham, Pressed
Ham, Mock Chicken
Loaf, Lunch Tongue,
Livcrwurst, S k i n 1 e ss
Frankforts,
Macaroni
& Cheese Loaf, Jellied
Corned Beef.

/if

• Running around needlessly to
pay bills hardens arteries, frays
nerves, saps youth and vitality.
Lost receipts, disputes over pay
ments, raise blood pressure, cause
worry. And doctors will tell you
that worry is a killer.
Paying bills by check is like a
tonic to a tired man or woman.
Bills are paid without effort —
and stay paid. Records are easily
kept. You win the respect of
business men. You take burdens
from your shoulders, enjoy the
promise of added years of life.
PAY BY CHECK.

LB

20 MULE TEAM
2 PKGS
BORAX
TIN
BORAXO
ACME LIME CHLORINATED CAN
2
CHOCOLATE BARS

bar$

EIGHT O CLOCK

RED HEART DOC FOOD 3 CANS 2£

462 MAIN ST.
: ROCKLAND, MAINE
•‘Grocery and produce prices also
effective at Belfast, and 37 Elm Street, Camden”

PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY, AUGUST 3

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren

27’
15‘
10‘
25’

HERSHEY’S-Economy S'fe/Milk Choc, Choc. Almond, Semi-Sweet
ANOTHER REASON WHY I
EVERY 7th FAMILY BUYS
A&P COFFEE

SELF SERVICE

SUPER

PECK 25^

RtPt

5l,25(

PEACHES
ELBERTAS
5 LBS 25c
TOMATOES
RED, RIPE
3 LBS 19‘
PEARS
doz25c

YOUd CHOICE

L0I1CER

POTATOES

LB

BOSF.LESS
HEAVY STEER BEEF

5TBV vounc

AND

DEL MONTF
SLICED or HALVES

GENUINE SPRINC

COCRIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

'

breakfast of
champions

wneaties
Babo
Babbitt’s Cleanser
3
Lux Toilet Soap
3
Spry
18c
Ann Page Stuffed Olives
Galvanized Pails
Wax Paper us .
2
White Peas
Gulden's Mustard
Heinz Baby Foods

NO. 24
CANS

SLICED or
HALVES

A&P Peaches
2
Peaches
A&P Sliced Pineapple
Dole’s Pineapple Juice
& 2
A&P
Juice un.«t.t.n.d 3 V
A&P Plums

ffne (p/u&—0n& Quality!

Terry cloth, that favorite for the
beach, now turns up for shoes as:
well as those luxurious toweling j
robes. Gale Storm chose red and !
white terry cloth shoes mounted on |
balsa wood soles to wear with her J
firecracker red robe.

THE "OLD AGE
TWINS" ARE

c

can

We see a lot of dinner

TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

r • •^

Mr and Mrs. Prank Lyle of
Attlebort. Mass. are passing two
weeks' vacation with Mrs. Lyle's
narents, Mr. and Mrs. Winslow
Watt.
Miss Rosa Teele and Miss Edith
Harris were supper guests Sunday
of Capt. and Mrs. J. Lelan Hart.
of Thomaston.
Allen Bond has returned to Milton. Mass., after two weeks' visit
with hls mother Mrs. Irene Bond.
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Keene
and son Byron of Rockland hae
been guests of Mrs. Keene's par
ents Mr. and Mrs Byron Da vis.
Sidney Andrews is at home from
Fairfield sanitarium much im
proved in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Wiley were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Orrin Treat in Thomaston.

R&R Chicken
38c
Boneless Chicken
c\? 335
Hormel's Spam
» oz
23
Hoimel’s Spiced Ham 2
45c
Armour’s Potted Meats
5C
Armour’s Lunch Tongue 2
23c
21c
Chicken Noodles
A
41c
Crabmeat
22c
Salmon
A
Salmon
35c
3 ovtf ° \ 25e
A&P Sardines

GRAPES
SEEDLESS 2 LBS 15’
ORANGES
CALIFORNIA
SIZE 252-288

2doz35c

‘MORE!
MORE!”
your family will csll
when you serve any of
the ii money-saving
Ann Page Quality
Food*. A&P makes
them, sells them, thus
making aavinga to be
shared with you! Try
ANN PAGE

'pupa/wiC

SPAGHETTI
15MOZ
CANS

3

4lunc

TlNN PAGE aisoz a1c1
|BEANS4cans21 c,

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 1,1940
The annual picnic of Knox Lodge
I.O.O.F. will -be held Aug. 11 at
Thompson's cottage at Pleasant
Point.
Rebekahs are invited.
Steamed clams will be on the menu.

Hot Bouts On Tap

Moran Farewells

Lou Cooper Coming Over
From Bath To Show the
Fans Suthin’

T'Im' launching of the new U. S.
destroyer Livermore takes place at
Bath Saturday afternoon at 1.15
Quite likely the weather will be
Aug 1 Warren Joint meeting oj
Woman's Club and Alumni Associa o'clock. A gala event is planned, hqt Friday night, but not quite as
with
bands
playing,
flags
flying
tion at Town hall
hot as the bouts which are sched
Aug 1—Hope- -Orange Pair.
and thousands cheering.
Aug. 1-23—Annual Summer reunion
uled by the Rockland Athletic Club.
of Castine Normal School at Sandy
Point
The Junior Legion playoff takes
The Bath ace Lou Cooper is
Aug 2 and 4—Warren—140th anni
versary observance at Baptist Church place in Bangor at the weekend hooked up for the main bout—good
Aug 2- Rockland High School class —the semi-finals today and the enough, this man, so that he has
of 1915 reunion at Crescent Beach Inn. finals Sunday. The winner goes in
scored a decision against Butch
Aug 3 (11 a ml State Trophy Dedi
cation and Field Dav at Cement Plant. to the New England tournament. Wooster as well as a technical
Aug 4 -Pleasant Valley Orange pic Same exciting contests are in pros knockout.
He has been training
nic at Crockett's Beach
pect.
steadily for another match with
Aug 5 Union — Eastern Star field
day
the Rockland champion but the
Aug 7-10—Rockport—Regatta-Sports
Douglas Candage of Vinalhaven latter Is not in the shape he would
men's Show.
Aug 8 —i Warren — Congregational and Winfield Fllnton of Rockland desire, so Cooper Is matched with
Circle Fair
were held for the November term Gene Bernier of Lisbon instead.
Aug 0 Women's Educational Club
plcnlc with Mrs Flora Ulmer hostess of Superior Court Tuesday. Both The winner is to meet Butch Aug.
Aug 9—Thomaston — First Summer were
arraigned
on
statutory 16.
Theatre Play at Watts hall.
charges, complainants being ■ par
Billy Atlas who sails out of Bath
Aug 10 Limerock Valley Pomona
ents of girls under 16 years of age. is selected as K. O. Brlely's op
Field Day at Snow Bowl. Camden
Aug 14- Martinsville Ladles Circle Candage was placed under $500 ponent in the top prelim. Atlas
fair at Grange hall
bonds and Flinton under $1,000 bathes in the Kennebec River and
au« is—Owls Head—Church fair at
bonds Both were committeed.
library
eats Bath Iron Works rivets for a
Aug 15- Warren Concert at Baptist
steady diet.
Church
In the second prelim, Alton Woos
Charles Jillson of the State Em
Aug 15 Reunion of Rockland High
School class of 1901 at Trail's End. Ash ployment office spends much of hls ter will meet Battling Hutchins of
Point
Aug IS — Thomaston — Pine Tree idle time in his back yard garden, Bath.
In the flrst prelim it will be
Stagers second Summer Theatre Play which yesterday produced a freak
Series at Watts hall
in the form of a beet, the seed of Charlie Wooster against Young
Aug 20-23—Union Fair
Aug 23 South Thomaston--Church which had evidently fallen upon a Hutchins of Bath.
Orange fair at Wessaweskeag Orange small metal buckle. As the root
No fight, no mon.
hall.
Aug 23 —i Thomaston — Pine Tree worked its way into the soil half of
Stagers, third Summer Theatre Play the beet grew under the buckle
Edna Wellington opens the sea
series at Watta hall.
and half over it. Beets have a son witli the Pine Tree Stagers at
Aug 26 Three Quarter Century Club
way with them whether spelled Watts hall. Thomaston Aug. 9th,
meets at Old Orchard Beach.
Aug 27 — Camden — Megunticook with two e's or "ea".
as Abby in “The Late Christopher
Orange fair.
Bean,’’ after having scored a suc
Aug 27-29 Damariscotta Fair.
What Is your personal reaction to cess as Prossy in George Bernard
Aug 28 Reunion. Class 1930. RHS
Aug 30 — Thomaaton - Pine Tree the results thus far of the special Shaw's "Candida" in a New York
Stagers, fourth Summer Theatre Play legislative session to investigate the revival. Her Widow Eagle in "Sunseries at Watts hall
Auburn automobile registry affair ln Up" and Mrs. Omerod in "Lone
Aug 31-Sept 3 Blue Hill fair.
1938 and the ensuing Augusta al some Like" stand out in her acting
REUNIONS
leged defalcations? What successes career.
Aug 1--Ingraham Family COth an and failures? What facts exposed?
nual. at Penobscot View Orange hall, Educational Club discussion at 3 p.
Rockland and Camden renew
Olen Cove
Aug 16-Hall famlly: 35th annual, m.. Friday, Aug 9, Mrs. Alden Ulmer. their battle for first place at Com
at Penobscot Orange hall. Olen Cove. Sr., Willow street, hostess. News munity Park tonight. These teams
Aug 14—Simmons Famlly: At West
from Europe. South America and are tied at present and whichever
Rockport Orange hall.
Aug 14—Calderwood famlly: 44th Washington desired; also favorite wins tonight is in first place alone.
annual at Mr and Mrs. James Cal- memorized patriotic songs, hymns, Ellis will -be the hurler for the Pi
derwood's. Waldoboro
rates and if he is as hot as he
Aug 28 Kalloch Family: At Penob poems.
scot View Orange hall tn Olen Cove.
was at Camden last week watch out
Aug 28 Hills Family At the home
Shells. This should be another of
BORN
of Marlon Brown and Conrad Newton,
9 High St.. Belfast
Grossman At Knox Hoxpttal. June those Pirate-Shells battles and so
Sept 7—Whitmore (Family: At home 31. to Mr and (Mrs A. Alan Grossman, far this year [here hasn’t been
of Mr and Mrs W J Bryant. -Union a daughter.
much to choose from them.
Common; lf stormy, following Mon
day

P E. Dunbar of Stoughton. Mass.,
has bought tlie Lena K. Surgegt cot
tage at Crescent Beach.

Capt. Arthur Bain. Capt. Pearl
Trask and Capt. John Oliver
brought fish fares to Feyler's Tues
day.
While Mrs. Stella McRae is hav
ing her foctnight's vacation from the
Public Lilrary. Miss Harriet Rich
ardson is substituting as assistant
librarian.

The annual O.E.S. Held day for
the 12th District will be held Aitg 5.'
at Masonic hall In Union. Members
of Oolden Rod Chapter planning to
attend, and who have not been so
licited, will take sweets and dishes.
Purchase of a training plium ts
contemplated by the Rockland Fly
ing Club, which holds Its next meet
ing Tuesday. A possible change of
venue is also under consideration.
A field in Union may be used if the
Rockland Airport ls taken over by
tlie government.
The Brotherhood Class of thc
First Baptist Church held its semi- I
annual election of officers at thc
Sagamore Camp in Camden Monday
night. The new officers are: Ray
mond Pendleton, president; Ernest
Brazier, vice president; R. S. Sher
man. secretary: Ernest R. Crie.
treasurer; Frank Ingraham, teach
er; Leslie Packard, assistant teach
er; Albert Adams, pianist; Flprian
Clark, trombonist.

Prock—At Little Nursing Home Wal
doboro. July 29 to Mr and Mr- Al
ton Proek a son- Maynard Albert
Norwood—At Thomaston. July 5 to
Mr and Mrs Ralph L. Norwood of
Warren, a son—Harland Everett
Dinsmore At Rockland July 29. to
Mr and Mrs Bernard Dinsmore, a
son—William Olenwood
Prock—At Orffs Corner. July 29. to
Mr and Mrs. Alton Prock. a son.

MARRIED
Bowen-BurrUl—At Rockport. July 30
Basil Bowen of Rockland, and Miss
Anna Burrill of Camden By Rev Er
nest F Smith
Basford-Wiiley At Camden. July 29
Ralph B. Basford of Lincolnville and
Miss Agnes E. Willey of Northport —
By Rev Weston P. Holman
Kelley-Thurston — At Farmington.
July 27. Harvey Kelley of Bernard and
Miss Louise Thurston of Thomaston
By Rev Albert O Henderson
Winchenbarh-Jacobson — At Rock
land. July 31. Fred P Winchenbach
and Oladys M Jacobson, both of
Rockland By Rev. Fr James Savage.

DIED
Clark At Rockland. July 30. George
Edwin Clark aged 85 years. 2 months,
3 days. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock
from residence. 10 Broad street
Marsh—At Rockland, July 31. Eliza
beth O. Marsh, aged 87 years. 6 months.
21 days. Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock
from residence. 77 Broad street.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to erpress our sincere ap
preciation for the many kindnesses
shown us ln our recent bereavement.
We especially thank Dr. and Mrs O R
Lawry. Dr North and Dr. Frohock;
the W A Stanley family, Mr and
Mrs Harold Tolman and Mr. and Mrs.
John Ouptlll.
*
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Stinson

Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper
Kettle. Hat sale, midsummer straw
hats, $1—adv.
91-92

Awnings, large or small, hafhmock
tops, chair backs and seats, boat
covers. All sorts of canvas work.
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W,
16 Willow St.
73-tf

ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN,
NORTH HAVEN
Leave Daily Except Sunday
Standard Time
Rockland,
R. A. M„ 2.15 P. M.
Vlnalhaven, 8.15 A.M., 2.30 P. M.
North Haven, 8.25 A. M.. 2.40 P. M.
$2.00 EACH WAY

S*1S

IT'S

with
MICKEY ROONEY
JUDY GARLAND

SATURDAY ONLY, AUG. 3
DOROTHY I-AMOUR
ROBERT PRESTON
LYNNE OVERMAN

(filmed entirely in Technicolor)

SUN.-MON., AUG. 4-5
MARGARET SULLAVAN
JAMES STEWART

FAME PINEAPPLE JUICE................. 2 tins 25c
FAME SWEET MIXED PICKLES .. 12 oz bot 15c
FAME TOMATO SOUP.................... 3 tins 19c

GRAHAM
CRACKERS
Crisp gulden squares ul nourishment.

Contains eight times the normal
ainuunt of healthful wheat germ.

2

LB.
BOX

19/

COOKIES

V8 COCKTAIL

Close cutting,
quality mower.

Easy and quiet

running.

tires;

and cookie sandwiches

LBS.

25/

MARBLE CAKES
The most popular of rakes baked in
America

25/

A New Low Regular Price!

2 ~ 29/
Chocolate, Cinnamon, Plain

l/M/FW OFFtt!

CLIQUOT CLUB LEMON & LIME RICKY

Onions .... 10 lb bag 31c
Summer Squash .. lb 05c
Green Peppers . 2 lbs 15c

FRESH NATIVE

CRABMEAT
l/2 LB. PKG. 29/

Marshmallow
FLUFF
LGE.
TIN

18/

SWEECO

2

tins

23X

in

to convey a message of
friendship or love is to “Sa.v
It With Flowers!” Then
you'll know that thc senti
ments which you want to
express w ill be understood
and appreciated. We have
an assortment of the popu lar kinds and can arrange
for delivery anywhere at
any time.

Ambulance Service

Silsby’s
Flower Shop

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W
91-92

25c
35c
12c
07c

27/
23/
25/
25/

3 full qt bots contents 29/
BY THE MAKERS OF
SWIFTS PREMIUM HAM

Peaches, fancy basket 39c
Grapes, fancy red 2 lbs 25c
Cantaloupes .. 3 for 27c

lb 11/
OLEO
SWIFT'S
NEW VEGETABLE
3 lb tin 39/
TEX
SHORTENING
ARMOUR'S
lb 29/
BUTTER COUNTRY ROLL

SWORDFISH
lb 29/

For this new
larger pack
age ol Quaker Puffed
Wheat—when
you buy 2
packages al
regular price!

By popular request Miss Madeline
Hutchinson is still with us, featuring

THE MODERN WAY

lb
lb
lb
lb

NATIVE STRING BEANS.................. 4 qts 17c
NATIVE CABBAGE.......................... 4 lbs 10c
CELERY—Fresh, Crisp.............. 2 bunches 19c

IVORYSDAP

263

RIB LAMB CHOPS.............. lb
KIDNEY LAMB CHOPS....... lb
STEWING LAMB................. lb
LAMB RIBS........................ lb

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

\Mie

PAINTS -STOVES • IKITCHENWARE
” FORMERLY V
441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

lb 24/
lb 12/
lb 25/

STEWING BEEF................. lb 17c SMOKED SHOULDERS....... lb 15c
LEAN HAMBURG ......... lb 17c FRANKFORTS or MINCED HAM lb 15c
SOUP BONES.................... lb 10c CHUCK ROAST................. lb 16c

l50J

MR IN ST. HFIRDUJR RES.

BONELESS

TOP ROUND STEAK
BOTTOM ROUND STEAK
CUBE STEAK
BONELESS POT ROAST

T ONLY

ICE CREAM FREEZERS
as low as 98c

DESIRED

NATIVE

VEAL CHOPS................... lb 29c
POTATO SALAD............ 2 lbs 25c
MACARONI SALAD......... 2 lbs 25c
BACON—Sliced ............... lb 19c

STRICTLY FRESH

5 Blades.

ICE CREAM AT HOME

SPRING
BONED IF

ARMOUR'S OR

Rubber

IT'S FUN TO MAKE

GENUINE

LAMB LEGS
LAMB FORES
VEAL ROAST

10” wheel;

STAY COOL

2 tins 25/

V8 Cocktail is made ot the combined vital Juices ol eight different kinds of garden crisp vege
tables. It has au indescribably delirious and fragrantly seasoned flavor. You’ll welcome it be
fore a meal to put on edge an appetite. You'll enjoy it as a "snack time” food without fat that
nourishes as it refreshes. And each time a child or grownup enjoys Its crimson goodness, vita
mins and minerals both add their vital health influence to the diet.

Main Street Hardware Co,

FRANK MORGAN

• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
M-tf

MISS SAWYER IS ALSO FEATURING THE NEW TASTY V8 COCKTAIL

A tempting array of tasteful cookies

GUARD YOUR LIFE SAVINGS AT

....... ............... .... S6.95

FAME MIXED VEGETABLES............... tin 12c
FAME TOMATO KETCHUP.......... 2 Ige bots 25c
FAME TOMATO JUICE................. 47 oz tin 17c

KRAFT’S MIRACLE WHIP............................................................................ . quart bottle 32c
KRAFT’S ASSORTED SPREAD, p^ed m reusable gu*................................................. two for 33c
KRAFT’S AMERICAN or VELVEETA CHEESE................................................. two pound loaf 49c

Perry’s Supreme Quality

LAWN MOWER

25/

This is KRAFT WEEK at PERRY’S MARKETS—and MISS BOT SAWYER is here to help you learn more about “KRAFT,” who
make or import the world’s favorite cheese’ Step into our Main Street Store and taste your favorite cheese. We are featuring this week

Guard Y'our Savings with HIGH QUALITY
that will give satisfaction and service long
after cheap items have been discarded.
With INTELLIGENT SERVICE rendered by
clerks who know their business and are ready
to help you get merchandise that is best
suited to your needs.
With WIDE VARIETY that supplies the
sizes you need and the colors that will har
monize with your home equipment.
With LOW PRICES that bring quality mer
chandise well within the scope of your
budget.

5 IN. ENAMEL PAN SET
SLOT
BOTTLE CAPPER and 2 gross Caps.
1.26 value ....... . .......................... SI.00
KEYSTONE FOOD ( HOPPER,
regular 125; large family size . S1.00
SEE OCR OTHER AUGUST SPECIALS
FIFTY ITEMS, all specially priced
$1.00

LGE
TIN

FAME FRUITS for SALADS

DOUGHNUTS

ROBERT YOUNG

“THE MORTAL STORM”

DON'T COST MUCH

CANNED
FOODS

THL'RS.-FRI., AUG. 1-2

“ANDY HARDY MEETS
DEBUTANTE”

EXTRA GOOD AND

SA^AlH

SAYINGS

BURPEE’S
111-118 LIMEROCK STREET
BOCKLAND, ME.
119-t'

Sea and Shore Fisheries Commis
sioner Arthur R. Greenleaf an
nounced today that the annual meet
ing of his warden force would be
held ln Boothbay Harbor next Mon
day. Discussions of problems con
fronting the department, the fish
ing industry, and the men ln their
various localities will feature the proceedinge. he said. Several new proj
ects In a long term program for re
habilitation of the industry will be
taken up and planned at the meet
ing and (Oreenleaf will assign
members of his staff to the jobs they
are expected to do during the next
12 months. A clambake and enter
tainment ls planned for the evening.

LIFE

Next to Public Landing. Tel. 338
66-tl

TELEPHONES
IM. 781-1 ar 781-11

Rotarian Charles a. Holden of
Hanover. N. H., a long-time Sum
mer resident on Spruce Head
Island, will be the club's guest
speaker Friday, giving personal ob
servations of conditions in Europe.

CjMAfui Ho***

ISLAND AIRLINES, Inc.

funeral home

The Black Cat will resume 'ts
purrings Saturday. A number of
communications await attention.

YtS'H THEY'RE

FOR

SHOW TIMES
Matinees Daily at 2.30
Sundays at 3
Evenings at 7 & 9

“TYPHOON”
Seaplane Service

Two farewell luncheons at the
Capitol marked the last official day
in Washington of Maritime Commis
sioner E. C. Moran. One luncheon
in the House was with Representa
tive Margaret Smith. Republican
from the Second District, whicli Mo
ran represented as a Democrat. He
was appointed to the Maritime Com
mission for a five-year term, from
which he resigned, effective yester
day, although fils term ran till April,
1942.
The other luncheon was given by
Senator Wallace H. White. Guests
were Senator Frederick Hale. Sena
tors Burke of Nebraska and Schwellenbach of Washington, buddies of
Moran when he was in Congress.
White was chairman of the House
Merchant Marine Committee and is
an authority in merchant matters.
Moran was a member of Merchant
Marine Committee while he was ln
Congress. Both have been influen
tial ln merchant marine legislation.
Moran left Washington today for
Maine, where he plans to continue
his Insurance business. He said that
he has no intention of being a can
didate for any pclitical office.
Moran is a New Dealer and the
President expressed regret at his
resignation and said he hoped Mo
ran would return to public life
sometime. Moran says he wants to
live in Maine.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

WALDO THEATRE

Cooked food sale Saturday, Aug.
3, at 2 p. m.. Burpee Furniture Co.
Benefit lights, Clark Island Church.
—adv. 91-92

Two Luncheons Given Him
In Washington As He
Leaves the Maritime
Commission

Shades of grandma! There go
all the girls in bonnets and shawls!
Anne Shirley joined this parade
back to bombazine with draw
string handbag, complete with long
tassel. It's made of silk and looks
cute with her crepe town frocks.

CARD OF APPRECIATION
We wish to express our deep and
sincere appreciation to our friends,
neighbors and relatives for the re
ception. and the lovely gifts given us.
on our 50th wedding anniversary. The
thoughtfulness and kindness of every
one we will never forget
Mr and Mrs. Linwood Dyer
Ash Point.
•

The Kiwanis Club Monday night
was entertained by Lieut. Gov. Ar
thur F. Lamb’s rpport of his trip to
Mid-Summer Clearance Sale, be
the International Conventoin In ginning Thursday, Aug. 1. Alfreda
Minneapolis. Also on the program Perry, 7 Limerock St., Rockland.—
were vocal solos by H. Wellington adv.
92-93
Smith of Pleasant Point, Cashing,
and his pupils, Lydia Romardo and
Richard Robinson. Mrs. Smith was
accompanist. Warren Dowdy of Al
bany, N. V., was a visiting Kiwanian,
and guests of members were Joseph MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
Emery and Harry Odom.
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

Page Three

Step into our Main Street Store and
get Gretchen McMullin's recipe.

OUR BUSINESS IS
BUILT ON QUALITY
Yes, the very foundation of our
business is built on HIGH QUAL
ITY. If its from PERRY'S MAR
KETS you can be sure that It's
GOOD; in fact, that it’s the BEST
to be had. And when it comes to
bread, we suggest—

GOLDEN HEART BREAD

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE SPAGHETTI DINNER .. 29c
GRAPE NUTS.................................. pkg 12c
PRUNES................................... 2 lb pkg 10c
PILLSBURY’S BEST FLOUR................ bag 90c

FREE! 60 NASH SEDANS '‘ViXSK0

3?25c

HIGH-

5c

TEST

OXYDOL2 37c

2 lbs 47/
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
3 pkgs 20/
KELLOGGS CORN FLAKES
Kelloggs
pkg 8/
SHREDDED WHEAT
12 ounce tin 18/
SANDWICH BEEF
pkg 23/
SWANS DOWN CAKE FLOUR
3 tins 23/
FRANCO AMERICAN SPAGHETTI
tin 10/
CAMPBELLS CHICKEN SOUP
Waldorf Toilet Tissue ... 4 rolls 17c Three Crow Extracts .. 2 oz bot 23c
Sweetheart Soap.......... 4 bars 18c Three Crow Spices .. I/4 lb pkgs 09c
COCOA............... 2 1-lb tins 25c Vinegar................. gallon jug 29c
Staley’s Cube Starch ... 2 pkgs 13c Peas........................... 3 tins 27c
Beans.................. 3 tins 25c
Prudence Corned Beef Hash . tin 17c String
Peaches........................ 2 tins 29c
Marmalade........ 2 1-lb jars 25c
Pears.......................... 2 tins 35c
Prune Juice............ quart bot 17c
Raspberry Jam........ 2 lb jar 29c
Midco Ice Cream Mix .... 3 tins 25c Wax Paper............ 125 ft roll 11c
Ball Preserving Jars, qts., doz 85c Peach Preserves....... 38 oz jap 29c
Ball Preserving Jars .. pints, doz 79c Boneless Chicken........ 6 oz tin 35c
Good Luck Jar Rubbers.. 3 pkgs 25c Imitation Vanilla .. 3 8-oz bots 25c
Libby’s Vienna Sausage .... tin 10c
U. S. Jar Rubbers........ 6 pkgs 25c
Orange and Grapefruit Juice 3 tins 20c Libby’s Veal Loaf.......... 2 tins 25c
Baked Beans .... 3 20-oz tins 25c Beechnut Soups............ 2 tins 25c

THE
PERRY
MARKETS
PHONE I234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET
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Scene on Spruce Head Island

SPRUCE HEAD

Mrs. Dorothy Repplier and son
The annual Community Club fair ;
Banning returned to Norwell, Mass,
will open at 2 o'clock Friday at the |
after several weeks visit with Rev.
a AX A
Masonic hall.
Supper will be [
and Mrs. A.'J. Wilson.
served from 5.30. Members will be j
MRS LOUISE MTTJJg>
Mr. and Mrs Millage Spinney and
glad
to
show
out-of-town
people
Ce: respondeat
two sons of West Concord. Mass.,
the scenes of ‘'Come Spring." A
#5 « « ft
made a short call Saturday eve
large map has been erected on the |
ning on Mrs. Spinney's sister Mrs.
ledge above the cemetery, showing i
Tel. 27
Eugenie Godfrey. They were on
the cabins and other items of in- I
their way home from a two weeks
Miss F.orence Lupien is spend terest from the novel. The fair
vacation spent in Eastport.
ing a few days at her home in will continue at the High School
Miss Helen Ribbentrop. Joseph
gym ln the evening, with dancing
Portland.
by the town orchestra at 8.30.
and Peter Ribbentrop of Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boyd of
are guests of friends and relatives
Rev. Earl Lee, pastor of the
Arlington were guests Wednesday
for a week.
Church of the Nazarene at Rock
night at Open Gates.
AUGUST
Gerald Tibbetts of Mllbridge ts
Miss Margaret Calderwood. who land, filled the local pulpit Sunday
visiting hls sister Mrs. Forrest
has been caring for Mrs. Richard morning. His subject was "The :
Cheney.
Elkins, has returned to North Hidden River." The messenger j
CLEARANCE OF
quartet also sang two selections.
Arthur Thomas of Oakland spent
Waldoboro.
John H. Miller ls a patient at The special revival services have |
the weekend with Mrs. Thomas at
State Street Hospital in Portland. been well attended this week. There
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Mrs. Miller and son Roger, are in will be services each night at 7.30 •
Burton.
with
Rev.
W.
H.
Minor
speaking
Portland also.
Mrs. Frank Call and three
and
the
quartet
singing.
The
serv'
Miss Martorie McLain has been
daughters of Milo are spending the
ice
Saturday
night
will
be
at
the
visiting in Rockport.
remainder of the season on Spruce
Mrs. John H. Lovell and son band stand on The Common.
Head Island.
Ralph, of Sanford have been recent
Mrs. May Farris, librarian, an
CHOICE
Philip M York is on 10-days
business visitors here.
nounces that these books have been |
leave from the Spruce Head Life
Mrs. Ethel Ludwig is hostess this_____________
added to the library’ shelves: "Head
Boat Station. White Head.
afternoon to the Susannah Wesley ' "j”'the" Home by Grace Hills:
Mr. and Mrs. Orland Waldron
Society at her home on Jefferson , ..Bljnd Lovaltv Margaret Pedler:
and daughter Inez and Miss Eva
street.
I "And Then there were None,"
Waldron of Milton, Mass., are at
Mrs. Warren Colwell has been, a
christle; „Man on Horseone of the Winchenbaugh cottages
business visitor in numerous Lin- back - B M Bower; “Stars Still
on Spruce Head Island for two
co n,. and.,Kn0X..?°.\ln?.
Shine." K Larrimore: "How Green
weeks vacation.
week in the Interest of the Ameri is my Valley." Richard Llewellyn: |
The annual meeting of the Com
can Legion Fair which is to be held "Forty Years a Country Doctor," I
munity Club will be held in Com
• Regular 6SS and 7.95
Mrs Walter Sturrock and Mrs °Ihe Rlng and
munity hall Friday at 790.
Walter MacMann of Cranston R. I.., Book Robert Browning,
Mrs. Callie Rackliff entertained
• Sizes Ior Women and Misses
at luncheon Tuesday Mrs. Heler
are guests of Mrs. Sturrock '$. Dr. and Mr.s. L. W. Hadley of
mother. Mrs. Nellie Overlook. Mr. South Portland are guests of Mr,
Wilson. Mrs. Alice Simmons anc
Sturrock and Mr. MacMann will [ and Mrs Ernest Moody,
This picture was made many years ago. and the buildings in the foreground have long since vanished. In Mrs. Jeannette Snow
• Plains and Prints.
Mrs. Palmer Martin is employed the background is seen the upper portion of “Rockledge Inn." in olden days a boarding house for granite workers.
join their wives at the Overlock
. T-4____ , J
TY1,Alinr. Unit HI ..•l-inu t GIT
hoto by Alton Hall Blackington.
home for the weekend, all returning by Frank MacDonald.
PORT CLYDE
Monday to Cranston.
Miss Julia Thurston who has been
Miss Eleanor Miller has returned visiting Miss Mary Ware, returned
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Benner
vere. Mass., were callers Saturday
daughter Patricia and Edwarc
from a visit with relatives in Bos Friday to Boston.
THE NATION’S
at the home of the Misscs Wins
Davis spent the weekend at Ou
ton.
Capt. and Mrs. Burnell V. Bry
low.
Mrs. Astor Keene who has been
Snowman's cottage ln Union.
DRINKING HABITS
ant
of
Stanton.
Va..
C
P
Gregors'
Miss
Christine
Starrett
and
Miss
visiting Mr and Mrs. C. B Stahl
Mrs. Rose Atkins of Teels Islam
ft ft ft ft
Virginia Starrett have returned
at Stahl's Tavern left Monday on Mrs N. L. Barron. Miss Mabel
was a weekend visitor at the homi
Boyde
and
Miss
Susan
Boyde
of
from a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
ALENA L. STARRETT
By THE W. C. T. U.
her return trip to her home in Cal
of friends here.
Beaver. Penna., were callers Sunday
No-Mend Irregulars
Joseph Cannon in Malden. Mass.
One Lot Only, Come Early
Correspondent
JID-YEAR of 1940 will mark the
ifornia.
Shirley Teel who has employ
Mr’and Mrs. G F Penniman and ' 0,1 ,Mr ?nd ^rs'
£ Br>'an'- and
They
also
visited
Miss
Helen
Can

seventh
anniversary
of
3.2
ft ft ft ft
ment in Medcmak spent Sunda;
non who is studying to be dietitian beer's legalization and the start of With her parents Mr. and Mrs
family of Framingham. Mass , arth<? 0£ B^'ant VomeTel. 49
at the Pawtucket Memorial Hos the repeal period.
rived Wednesday for the month of “
Pemusyivania
Sumner Teel.
August. Thev will occupy the residents first visit to Maine and
pital.
| A sufficient time has elapsed for
Mrs. Raich Sorenson and soi.
Miller cottage at Medomak and also ^ey were favorably impressed with
Mrs.
Howard
Lane
who
was
guest
Rev. and Mrs H I. Holt of Rock’ a limited survey of repeal's social Raymond and guests of Stoneham,
visit Mrs. Lilia Blaney and Miss, [le c°untr>side.
several
days
of
Mrs
Raymond
Bor..1 port entertained at dinner last
Marcia Blaney
Mr Brock k buUdln« a small Thursday Mrs. Lizzie Brown and neman. returned Friday to Port- ' effects. Such a survey of the state Mass., are at their Summer home
Mrs. Annie Grant has been a re- cabm "ear his mill and will occupy daughter. Estelle Brown of Athol land, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. ) of the nation's drinking habits would for the season,
be difficult at any time; good, solid
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Stimpson. Ed
cent Portland visitor.
I U uP°n ite completion.
Mass., at the home of the Misses Borneman. Mrs. S. F Haskell and facts are particularly hard to see Olson and Miss Helen Costello of I
HIGH school graduate wants secre
“f£
Miss Marguerite Haskell who spent ;----- - - ■
, - .
.
. „
....
Ernest Cobb of Boston has been
position; has aome experience.
Winslow.
Friday in Portland.
i clearly after precipitation for such Marlboro. Mas
and Mr. and Mrs. 25 cento. three times for 50 cento. Ad tarial
TEL 364-W
91-93
recent guest of his sister. Mrs. O. G TENANT'S HARBOR
The Rackliffe family held its anshort
period,
but
some
are
availWaits
Ericson
of
Boston
were
weekfltuonaJ
im».ave
,or
Florence Oxton. who has been I a
Barnard.
HOUSEWORK tn small family want
.1 Mr. and Mrs Charles Wheeler1 nual picnic Sunday at the home
end
guests
of
Herbert
Stimpson
I
«'*£"*
ed LOUISE PHILBROOK Vinxlhaven
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Sheaf. are on a motor yip in Maine for 0( Mr. and Mrs. 8. D Murphy, with her aunt. Mrs. Howard Olover able.
Mrs. Harry Lowell. Mrs. Leland
_________________________ 90-94
Such evaluation is best based on
spent the weekend in Norridgewock a week.
21 relatives and friends pres- in Hebron, returned Sunday to
1
owt
11.
Els.e
Carroll T. Cooney of New York is
the
few
cold
facts
available,
in
com

'
OOOD
route available of 800 Raw
Portland
to
be
with
her
mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Holt and ent
Dinner was served out ol
lelgh consumers ln Lincoln County No
spending a few days here.
parison with similar totals for the man Benner
young daughter of Philadelphia are doors Baseball, pitching of horse Mrs. Howard Lane.
I
experience
needed Large sale* mean
nesday in Rockland.
WHITE chain and cross lost Monday big profits
Permanent
Full t me.
o-................
Mr. and Mrs R0' Spear and prohibition and pre-prohibition pe
. A street
. u. dance will, be
u held
.. Fri- guests for a few weeks of Mr. and 5hoe. and other games
were.......
enWeston
Thompson
of
Matinicus
|
p
m.
RUTH
HARY
93
Park
8t.
91
93
lay
night,
Write Rxwlelgh’s. Dept, MEH-73-104B.
day
sponsored by the fire j Mrs Robert Bald Sr.
joved during the afternoon. When daughter. Joan of Cape Elizabeth riods, and by interpretation of those Rock Light Station was in town '
Albany. N Y or see H E BEAN 57
department
...
.
Mrs Elizabeth Hunter and two three members of the group staged and Mr and Mrs John S Mac- straws in the wind which, if their
Main St . Rockland. M*
92*Th*104
Miss Jac<
Jacqueline Harkins is visit- sons of Chicago are visiting Mrs an impromptu Tarzan act. all other Donald visited Saturday with Mrs direction is properly read, will in Sunday called by the death of his *
grandfather Elmer Holbrook of,
MIDDLE-aged man wanted for light
ing
g relatives in Bath.
ciara Corey.
sports were entirely suspended. Emerson Murphy and Mrs Charles dicate the flrst stirrings of a new Rockland.
1 farm work One wanting good home
Mrs. Stirling Hastings, son and Those present were. Mr. and Mrs. Wall in Tenant s Harbor.
rather than high wages Must be good
social movement.
Mrs. Maurice Thompson who has
SPECIAL
discount
durtng
August
on
,jry milker
E E CHAPMAN. West
WEST ROCKPORT
j daughter of Camden are spending Osborne Welt, and Mrs. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence French
-----92-17
One fact is clearly visible after > ign, confined to bed by illness, is wallpaper: latest patterns.
MRS Nerk Nobleboro. M"
Rev. and Mrs. W. P. Richardson a fAw days at
home of WUUam Nadeau of Waldoboro, Mr. and and daughter. Miss Edith French seven years' experimentation with able to be out.
»VN' EATON. 204 Rankin St . _Tel. |
92-94
STENOGRAPHERS
position
wanted.
of Saint Cloud. Fla., were callers J\?as‘p8’'. ,
. .
.
Mrs. Roland S. Rackliffe and returned Saturday to Waltham. repeal: Neither wets nor drys are [ Lena Tibbetts and Mrs. Carter of 1187-W
------------- chemical, commercial experience ANFridav on friends here. Thev were .
J?rl Bart" wbo haa
ln daughters. Ethel and Naomi Mr Mass., accompanied by Mrs. Hen
CHILD'S tricycle for sale, irlce rea- NA VARRICCHIO 51 No Main St City
satisfied
with
administration
and
so

Beachmont.
Mass.,
are
spending
the
’
Lynn. Mass., will return home toUte St i_______________________ ___________ 92*94
rietta French, who will visit them
•-'•'able
TEL 1194-J. 27
supperiguests of Mr. and Mrs. R. | ^“^ompan^ » h«
cial effects of the alcoholic beverage Summer at Mrs. Tibbetts Summer City.
want-d with Summer
ner uausmrr. ~
Dnland n
this week.
Miss Ruth, who was injured ln an iau?.b-.' M „.!?.d *1,
home
here.
Mrs. George Pote and family of industry.
.FRESH .picked flower,
jegeta
and Richard
7?le,7'uesf!a' Club met this week ■ auiomcbile accident several months Rackliffe.
B;D>
Mrs. Harry Ixiwell and daughter ! w«“bStfu,1S bee’s for canning i - rr.irlf,r.n™tt>
Another fact which looms large
Lynn. Mass., are guests of Mr and
91 *93
with Mrs. Harvey Lunden.
Elsie have returned from a week's .‘Tit FS farm opp Oakland Park i g* icuncr-uazcti*
ago. and has just been discharged Perry, and "Baldy" Harmon all of
€2-W
HOUSEKEFPER wanted New York
Leman Oxton ls building a new from the Providence Hospital in Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Neil Rack- Mrs. Clifford A. Overlock in East to any close observer is: That the visit with Howard Lowell in Hart- i Te: sss-14________
~ ! suburb, S6O. family two; alao kitchen
l.ffe and son. George of Mansfield. Warren. Mr. Pote. who came with growing dissatisfaction with social ford
shed on hls wood-yard on the old Holyoke. Mass.
I STANDINO hay for «ale. on farm ; w’jmcn MRS HAWLEY. 780 High. Bath
M*Ass’*Mr and Mrs’Vd’ Murphy them, remained for onlv a few days, ~and human results of liquor dnnksaw-mill lot.
92*lt
Mrs
I
inrien
Cnnk
Is
tn
Pnrtlanrt
formerly
of
Fred
Thorndike.
So
Thom
Rev. Richard Gray of Montclair,
Airs. Linaen look is in Portland
inquire oeorge miller on Tel 725.
Mrs. Hattie M. Dart, who has mg. the still-isolated but increasing
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Packard N J., will occupy the pulpit next and sons David and Kenneth. Mr
TWO new milch cowa wanted. Ouernwhere
Mr.
Cook
and
son
Russell
,
the
premise*.
«rw
and Mrs Sheldon Gray and friends been visiting friends here and in demands for stricter regulation are j
sey-Jersey or Guernsey-Holstein TEL
and grandson of Needham. Mass„ i Sunday morning and evening.
91-93
basically spontaneous, actually ow- ' have employment for the Summer.
JONFSPORT model boat for sale. 34 Rockland 292-R
and Mrs. Packards sister. Mrs.
The fourth birthday anniversarj' of Camden were afternoon callers. Thomaston returned Saturday to
t* 20 h i) Kermlth
, t . J. H FREEMAN , i TWO
unfurnished rooms waated
Webber of Thomaston were visitors of Miss Sherreil Jean Harding of Mr. and Mrs Neil Rackliffe and Sanford. _ motoring with Mr. ar.d ing little to any current national ac
Duck I-'and Light Sta . South West , ,„ltahle Ior i,ght housekeeping Write
Mrs Arthur
Starrett.
I'L'I
Ol _*>
91*96 ' ----T.
AAenb
*"“■
“ Wayne Star- ’ tivlties 0{ the great dry organiza- EAST APPLETON
1 Ua>4«n>
Harbor. ’TFL
21-3
90*92
Tuesday at Healds Spa.
"X care Courier-Gazette.
Portland was celebrated Tuesday son. Oeorge left immediately after ”
Joseph Blake and daughter Shir- i afternoon at the home of her the picnic for their home in Mans- rett. and Fred Watts. The group tions in the years since 1933.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hayes Of
TRAILER for sale, cap S00 lbs.; Ale- ! YOUNG woman wanted to assist
were
dinner
guests
Saturday
of
Mr.
MRS E
The vear of 1939 brought many I Detroit. Mich., are Visiting at Ray- I mite handy lube gun (air); Firestone 1 owner ln small tea room
lev of Beverly, Mass., were weekend 1 grandparents, Rev. and Mrs. P E field. Mass.
ix-tube radio: two hydraulic lacks. FICK ARD Inn by the Sea. Lincolns. Mrs. ,Cassie,,,Paul reguests of the formers sister. Mrs.
Miller, with whom she is visiting
and Mrs Donald O Starrett and Mrs. Fred Wilson.
public evidences of this feeling, not mond . Paul
... ..
, . BAH SERVICE STATION, cor Main vllle Beach______________________ 90-92
92-94
Alice Tolman. Mrs. Blake and sonSherrill's guests were: Misses Char- j of Woodside. N. Y . are visiting the
as yet a majority reaction against1 j turned with them from Wal»fleld. #P(, Rankin sta city
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
-------------- 1
Kenneth visited friends in AppleAllen. Beverly Marriott. Elaine former's parents. Mr. and Mrs. NORTH WALDOBORO
for and delivered T J. FLEM
alcohol but definitely a strong con- Mass
■ x»x»- xxnin.«, n—SEXTANT for sale In good condl- called
ING.
19 Birch St . Tel 212-W 87*89-tf
Mr. and Mrs William Bragg of tun TEj. 293 M. after 5pm 9i*9j
ton.
| Allen and Emma Watts. Mrs. Mil- Chester E A. Starrett at their SumMiss Louise Teague visited last - viction that harmful social effects
Waterbury. Conn., were recent visi- I—---- ---------------- , ---- -------- -“
Rev. F. Ernest Smith of Rock- ler w'as assisted in serving refresh- mer home. Mr. and Mrs Donald Thursday with Miss Esper Mank
must be eliminated.
1 WHITE enamel Phllgas stove, writh
4 burners and utility closet, size 40x21
port will be the speaker at the mei'ts by Mrs. Myrna Slingsly. and starrett spent a week of their vaMrs. Laura Teague is passing a
The general public, in between the tors at Roland Gushee s.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan McKusick Used less than three months. Bargain
morning service at 9.30 Sunday in | J? entertaining by Miss Arlene cation in Wolfboro. N. H. and week with Mrs. Wesley Wiggin ar.d wet and dry extremes hasn't aRd
chiWren are
Mc for cash Used stove, and heaters Drive
the church here. The evening ) Coolbroth. Sherrill was made very ogunnUit before coming here,
brother. Oscar Storer of Melrose reached the point of trying to define
25 miles and save one-half Home after .
__ ct.Zi
monthly union service will be in
by
observance
John nandfrs and Miss Mass., who are vacationing at their
5 p. m . Sundays and holidays. Cash ! FIVE room house to let at 171 So.
a solution. Their strongest criti
trade or terms H. B. KALER. Wash Main St . Rockland; bath, electricity.
charge of the Rockport Baptist , ana glIU receJveo.
Marion Flanders of Waldoboro Bayside cottage.
Addres, BOX 391 Oak Blulfs. Mass
ington
______________________ 92*94 |
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner of cisms, which now are seeping into
Young people at 7 p. m.
62-94
Piano tuning is taught in a course
were recent guests of Misses Lizzie
the
editorial
columns
of
a
prepon

DUTTON
A
DUTTON
office
desk
for
i
Warren and Mrs Martha Eugley
MY home. Ill Pleasant St . to let.
WEST WALDOBORO
|'Winslow and Winnie Winslow,
called "Laboratory Work in Care sale plate glass top. like new »R
derantly
pro-repeal
press,
are:
of
furnished, bath, electric stove,
Mrs. Albert Goetz and three' Mrs A. H. St. Clair Chase of were visitors Sunday at Mr. and ‘‘Young kids getting sloppy drunk ! and Repair of the Piano." which Write to "A. M ' In care Courier-Ga nicely
HOPE
refrigerator. waahUlg machine, manglfs
Mrs. James Storer s.
zette.
92* lt ect
DELIA YORK
Callers at Cordelia Bartlett's this ' daughters of Michigan are visiting Newton Centre. Mass., has arrived
Mrs. Annie Miller and son Roland I all the time in those taverns." of offers its students visits to a piano
SET of women s golf clubs for sale
, at her Summer home for the seanicely
furnished
THREE-room.
week were Mrs. Frank L. Nason of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Creamer.
of Union were recent callers at Fos- "drunks running over people in the ! factory as well as two points of with bag; excellent condition, reason apartment
to let. 28 MASONIC ST .
Milton
Ware
of
Worcester.
Mass..
'
SO
n
and
was
accompanied
by
Mrs.
able
2 Claremont St . Tel 525 92-94 City
Washington. D. C. and Scituate.
ter
Manks.
'
streets,"
of
saloon
conditions
surj academic credit.
92*94
the weekend with Mrs. Ware Stanley Lane of Andover, Mass..
PONTIAC sedan for sale 1930 reaMass., and Mrs. Charles Waterman spent
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Walter were I rounding taverns in otherwise quiet
spar
at the home of Owen Winslow.
and
Mrs.
Georgia
Richardson
of
ronable
A.
L.
BENNER.
2
Main
St
of Scituate.
bath V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
92*94 rooms,
Mrs Harold David has been ill Somerville. Mass, who will be her hosts Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde neighborhoods, of the growing freSt or 77 Park 8t Tel 1154 or 330 86-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Wilder of Low at her home.
Groves nf
of Monongahela. Penn
Penn.
Grnv«
y
tav£rn influenCeS in StudA Piece O' Maine Is a sound and
guests
for
a
time.
Dr.
Chase
is
apt with kitchen pantry
George Benner who was in New les of causes of juvenile-and adult WlMVlJjljftmWJ
ell, Mass., are here for a few days
satisfying Investment To settle estate: toONE-room
Mrs. Goldie Sheffield of Worces
let: two or three-room apts.; fur
nine miles from Camden mile front nished
at the Wilder cottage. They are ter. Mass., is spending a week with expected to arrive for a vacation Harbor for a week, returned home j —crime.
11
JAMES
ST. City
85-tf
the first of this month.
ALL kinds of mason work . contract age on route 137. Buildings In good
Sunday.
summering in Surry with Will her mother, Mrs. Viola Kuhn.
FOUR-room furnished apt . elec re
I Recognition that this ground swell or by day or hour Write PAUL NIEMI repair, early land 30.000 standing pine,
Members of Ivy Chapter. O.ES..
Betty
Griffin
is
guest
of
Mrs.
Wilder.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Savage of
90*92 hundreds of cords of hard-wood, trout frigerator. automatic heat and hot
■ of public opinion against repeal liq- Long Cove. Me.
reminded of the annual Eastern Arthur Carroll.
brook Mall and grocery delivery One water Tel 318-W MRS FROST 92 if
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Johnson of Vermont have been guests of Mrs i are
gtar field day meeting Monday in
SPENCER
Individually
designed and one half mile to Warren banks
|
uor
conditions
and
results
does
exFURNISHED
two-room apartment
Waltham. Mass., called Monday at Savages parents, Mr. and Mrs.
foundation
garments;
surgical
sup

stores,
churches, schools
Apply at I
Union. Details appear in another
1 ist and is growing is certainly not ports. hra«-.ere- MONA M McIN W Y PIPER
ESTATE. Warren.' Me . or 1
™lh FO8S HOU8E' 77 Park92Sltf
R. E. Brown s.
Benjamin French.
•
, column
RAZORVILLE
i to be taken as a prediction that TOSH 235 Broadway. Tel 22-M 90*92 call 192-J. Rockland
89*Th-95 1 *T1 w
The Thimble Club met at the
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winchenbaoh j
birthdav party in observance
apartments with bath to
apa
Mrs Maud Merrifield and Miss "prohibition is just around the corROO’-'S (arred at 40- hour EDWIN
SIDEBOARD for sale ln excellent letFURNISHED
School House Tuesday and decora and »n James were Rockland visi- o( Uie 140th anniversary of the
— , Tel.
V F STUDLEY. 77 Park St..
Mhdred Merrifield were visitors
.. jj0 intelligent and studious tb- GOULDINO. Emery Star Route. Cltv condition 12 Knox St.. TEL. 156-W ,
92-tf
ted booths for its fair today.
92*94
91-93
tors Saturday
founding of the Baptist Church here Saturday and passed the eve- |crvcr WQuld climb out on such a
Mrs. Theadore Hay returned to
Edw. Sargent and his father of wlu
held Friday at 7.30. in the ning at Edith Overlock's.
OUT buildlnga cleaned. 15 EDWIN
PAIR of two year old Hereford steers |
GOULDING. L'rnery Star Route. Cltv* matched and fat for beef. FRED L
Portsmouth, N. H.. Saturday with Salem. Mass.. Maurice Kaler and auditorium. Vocal soloists will be
Mrs. Charlotte Loomis
and limb.
92*94 MILLER. Warren. Tel 15 13
91
Viewed broadly the liquor picture
Mr Hay who came for her after son Bruce of Lynn, Mass have1 Chestcr Wyllie. Roger Teague. daughter, Marion, are on a month's
MALE Instruction. Would like to
LAYING pullets. 5'i mos old. for
a few weeks visit with her daugh
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles Charles Wilson. Harold Overlock vacation tour through the States. now is a concentrated re-run of the hear
Irom reliable men we can train sale. Si.50 each C. A LAINE Unlttd i
ter. Mrs. John Wilson, Jr.
Kaler'
will also appear with his French The Palmers of Washington. D. C. pre-prohibition period, with a few to overhaul. Install and service Air Farmers' Grain Store. Tel. 1144. City j CAMP for sale at Lermond Pond.
and Refrigerating Equip
Mrs. Helen Wentworth went to
91-93 I South Hope; two rooms___ screened
horn in the solo. "Beautiful Dream will occupy the house here during I new actors on the film. Public opin Conditioning
porch, sandy beach; 5270 TEL CamMust be mechanically Inclined.
| ion is swinging from pro-wet through ment.
Portland Tuesday to visit James ' OWL’S HEAD
SMALL
saw
mill
for
sale
with
lath den 2257
92*54
er" by Foster. Rev. William Stack- their absence.
No Interference with present occupaWer. .orth who is convalescing at
For interview write at once and shingle sawing attachment, S35
Mrs. Martha Hayward has bought a hope-for-moderation toward pro- I1 tion
house will give a resume of church
THREE-room camp to let on Georges
HUGO
LEHTCNEN.
Long
Cove
Tel
'
-------------------------UTILIA public healing will be held Aug. hixtnrv
River Warren Electric lights, chemlthe Base Hospital, Ft. Williams.
Refreshments wlll be the cottage of Mr. Christensen in dry. Again Demon Rum is the vil- I '’nra’lNST*' care 'courlerSi
Tenants Harbor 11-12
90*92 I cal
Courler-Gazette
toilet boat, garage good spring.
10 at 9 a.
.1, m. at the Owls
,, exHead I1 served in the Montgomery rooms South Liberty known as the S. T. lain, and a skeptical audience is
91*93
GLENWOOD
combination
kitchen
Slreps five; pumps from river. Refer
wharf on the petition of Mrs Orace ; und„ the direction of Miss Tena Overlock place.
WHY NOT ADVERTISE in
wondering if the liquor-crime-poliCALL Rockland Sanitary Service for range for sale tn perfect condition. ences required. J. M RICHARDSON.
Faunce to erect a smal wharf or j McCaUum, Mrs. Reta Coburn and
90-92 The Courier-Gazette
91*96
Mrs. Wilbur Pitman attended tics trio has changed in the slightest dependable hauling waste and ashes S15 81 NO MAIN ST. City
the COURIER-GAZETTB
landing on Munroes Island.
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN. Tel 1399 89-tf
THE William Norton homestead on
COTTAOE to let until Aug 18. at
church Sunday in South Somer
Mrs. Helen Borneman.
MEN, Women I Oet Pep Raw Oyster Matinicus ls for sale. 8 room house. Coopers Beach; sleeps 7 persons, bath
A dessert game party, to which ville with Edith Overlock and were
room electric range, ready to move In
, stimulants, tonic., In Ostrex tablets barn. 9 acres land, apples
the public is invited, will be held also callers at Lina Barrett's and
SIDNEY
Always think before you act. but ^needed^afur ^^^^es^ck- &
3?“%, &TcffR™£ to. everything furnished
CULLEN. 10 Rankin St Rockland
Monday at 1.30 at the Summer Maud Howard’s.
90*92
Cecil Bradstreet and family of don’t think too long about an- vitamin B-l Get 35c Rtze today. Call.! sawed slab wood for sale, 80c foot.
home of Mrs. Ellis Spear Jr. It will
FIVE-room cottage to Jet^t Coopers
lnterstinz cias*uieu
classified ou
offers
wrl? drug
5 H 5torC5
MOOR & 00 and 94*105 *ioe5-J
550 P«Rockland
r <»rd LESTER SEAVEY.87*92
Tel
benefit the Congregational Ladies' Rhode Island are spending a vaca aw»rlnff
••TURNABOUT”
swering lnterstlng
r» 1 g0(Xi
87*92 Beach
Inquire at BURGESS olfic
ice.
Circle. In charge will be Mrs. Eve tion at their home here.
91*93
JOHNSON outboard motor part- and Tel 42(1
lyn Robinson, Mrs. Eleanor Pipkin
Mrs. Geneva Chapman and chil
repairs
A. L. ANDERSON. Cainden
SMALL, three-room cottage for sale
FOUR STARS
dren of Dead Water are at their I
and Mrs: Marjorie Spear.
£7-92 ; at Lake Megunticook; furnished; electrlc lights; wlll sacrifice for cash TEL
"Do You Ever Doubt?" will bc the home here during the blueberry
1937 DODOE business coupe for sale, Camden
2296. after hours Tel. Camden
YOU'RE GOING
low mileage, excellent condition, may 2057_________________________
sermon topic Sunday morning at season.
90-92
be seen at Thomaston Garage, ask for
Mrs. Abbie Cramer and Edith
the Congregational Church. Church
MR HILL'S car
88*93
COTTAGE at Ash Point for sale cr
TO CHEER... in
school will meet at 9.30 a m. Until Overlock attended worship service
Inquire 76 PARK
NEW and used electric ranges for to let. furnished
____ 82 tf
Sept. 8. the Congregational Church Sunday at the Medomak Camp out
sale at special prices. Including In ST alter 3pm
the four star
will be closed, for Rev. L. Clark door temple.
st,nation: (2) Westinghouse ranges,
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let by
$39 50: Hot Point, $49.50; Universal month or season: lights, spring water;
John McDougall and friend have
French will be on a vacation during
$69 50; General Electric $99 50 CEN shore lot Tel 237-W or 625 115 Park
hit of the
been passing a few days in town.
that period.
TRAL MAINE POWER CO . Thorndike | s* city
Hotel Building. Rockland
92 tf
.
Rev. William Stackhouse will have
year!
as morning topic Sunday. "The Joy NORTH APPLETON
LEHIGH Valley and Blue Coal. $14;
Pocohontua, $9; Coke $11; wood $10
of Salvation." Church school will
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Butler of
Tel 62, Thomaston, J B PAULSEN
meet at noon, and the subject of Sangerville were weekend guests of
92-tf
the Men's Class discussion will be. Mr. and Mrs. George Butler.
8IX-room house for saJe, bath, fur
“Did Men Live Better Christian
nace. garage space: large lot; central
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Burgess
location; good neighborhood; terms
Lives 140 Years Ago than They Do
of
Hagerstown,
Md..
and
Mrs.
arranged. L. A. THURSTON, Tel. 1159
Today?” The service at 7 will be
92-tf
interspersed by tenor 6olo, "Soft Charles Burgess of Camden were
HARD wood per foot, fitted. $1.25
Were Your Hands. Dear Jesus." by callers last Thursday at O. T.
Sawed
$]
15
long.
$105.
M
B
*
C
O
Roger Teague; mixed quartet selec Keene's.
PERRY, Tel. 487 _________________ 92-tf
Mr.
and
Mr.s.
George
Cullir.an
tions. "Christian The Morn Breaks
SLOOP rigged sailboat for sale or to
let. 16 ft long by 7 ft. 2 in. beam. Oood
Gently" by Mrs. Carrie Wyllie. Mrs. and family were visitors Sunday at
condition.
Safe. Le,s than two years
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Cullinan's.
Avis Norwood. Chester Wyllie and
old
Apply LAWRENCE HAMLIN. 14
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease and
Charles Wilson; incidental soprano
Gay St.. City.
71*100
solo by Mrs. Wyllie; and "Open family were dinner guests Sunday
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6'. round
The Gates To The Temple" by of Mr. and Mrs. Eulie Pease in
bottom, center-board, gaff-rlgged: new
ly painted and afloat. ROBERT HILLS.
North Hope.
Charles Wilson.
119 Summer St.. City.
69-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Cunning
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart C. Burgess
D. & H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
of Rockland passed the weekend ham of Augusta spent last Thurs
$14 per ton. del. Household soft coal
Montagu Love G.P. Huntley, Jr. Dick Purcell
with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W. Vinal. day at their home here.
$8 per ton. del Nut size New River soft
not screened $9 ton del.; screened. $10
Mrs.
Leland
Johnson
was
a
busi

Mr. and Mrs. Byron J. Wiederkehr
ton del.
Ask for swap for cash
Duncan
Renaldo.
Robert
Livingston,
and
Ravmond
Hatton,
the
three
MesA NFW-UNIVERSAI. PICTURE
ness
caller
Monday
in
Camden
and
and son, Neil of Winthrop. Mass.,
tickets M B & C O PERRY. 519 Main
quiteerx in a scene from Kepublic’i action hit, ‘‘Rocky Mountain Rangers." St., Tel. 487.
and Mr>. Frank Kennedy of Re- Rockland
02-U

WALDOBORO

WARREN

NYLON HOSIERY, $1.19

In Everybody’s Column WANTED

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

TO LET

MKflPI I A MF HI K

h Summer Cottages

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Ito

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

pportun ny

* ROBERT CUMMINGS
‘HUGH HERBERT
’ * ROLAND YOUNG

in the

(ANT-ADS

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
ft ft ft ft
MRS. OSCAR C LAKE
Correspondent

At Bargain Price
Round-Trippers On Deer
Isle Bridge May Travel
Fifty Cents Cheaper

The concert at Union Church
If the family car or two-ton truck
tonight includes artists of the Sum wants to take a round-trip across
mer Colony which Insures a rare
the Deer Isle-Sedgwick bridge dur
treat.
Miss Prances MacArthur ’ and ing the weekends in the future, the
nieces June and Gertrude MacAr "bargain price" will be $1.50 in
thur of Boston were weekend guests stead of $2.
of Mr. and Mrs. R. Mont Arey.
In response to a petition signed
Arrivals at Lee Shore Country by approximately 5C0 irdividuals
Club are: Mr. and Mrs. Robert who expressed belief the present
Summers, Miss Beverly Summers, tolls prevented a "great number"
Mrs. Marie Auclaire and Miss Irene of persons from using the bridge,
Auclaire.
rhe Public Utilities Commission
Mrs. Alfred Orcutt and daughter authorized a reduction in the week
Helen have returned from several end rates.
The new rates will be allowed
week's trip to New York where they
were guests of Lawrence Orcutt. to continue as long as their effect
They also visited the World s Fiyr. upon the toll revenues "is rot too
Priscilla Chilles. Ruth Kittredge severe." the commission said.
The week-end tickets will be good
Carolyn Calder, Matia Robinson
with chaperone Miss Mary Maker from Friday midnight to Sunday
returned Saturday from a camping ' midnight.
trip at "The Igloo ' log cabin.
Elder Archie Beggs went Mon SEARSMONT
day to Brooksville where he has
Mrs. Leo G. Shesong and daugh
employment for three weeks.
ter
of Portland called last Thurs
Ladies of the G A R. meet Fri
day on friends here.
day night.
Mrs. Olin Bonnin of Skowhegan
Miss Ruth Lyford has returned
from a visit with friends in Ma- was a visitor Friday at the home
of her sister. Mrs. Cotby Howard.
tinlcus.
Bradford Redonnet of Wiscasset
Walter lyford. Kenneth Amiro,
Ered Chilles and William Bruce, called on Rev. and Mrs. ,C. H. Bry
ant recently.
returned Sunday to Whitinsville.
Mrs. F. L. Whitten of Belfast and
Mass.
A public "Bridge and 63" party of Newton. Mass., visited Sunday
was held at Masonic hall. Pridav her daughter Miss Alice Whitten
under the auspices of the O.E.3 with relatives and friends here.
Mrs. Earl Millay of South Liberty
Circle. Firs: prizes at bridge were
awarded Miss Muriel Chilles and called Sunday on her mother, Mrs.
Berger Magnuson; second to Mrs. Belle Howes.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Foster Cole of
Alton Lewis ard Bruee Orindle.
First prizes at "63" were won by Boston are spending a week at
their home here.
Mrs. Maude Mills and Norman
Mrs. Belle Howes. Mrs. Elonia
Johnson.
Cunningham. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
The Antique Club met Monday Freeman and Jack Googins were
with Mrs. Clyde Macintosh.
guests Sunday of Mrs. Willis Tur
The Lions Club will meet tonight ner of Freedom.
at the G.A.R. rooms and supper
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Mitz and
will be served by the Farm Bureau. Dr .and Mrs. Harry Gumer. all of
Mrs Walter Ingerson entertained Jersey City, are visiting at the
the Mother and Daughter Club Summer home of Mrs. Carney
Tuesday.
Shure.
Kenneth Amiro of Whitinsville.
Mrs. Charles Burgess of Cam
Mass.. Mrs. Ruth Walker aid den and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
daughter Margaret and Myra Bill Buregss of Hagarstown. Md.. were
ings of Manset, were weekend recent callers here.
guests of Mrs. Ellen Amiro.
Mrs. Alex Crockett and Mrs. Alma
The Fishermen co-operative meet MacKartland ol Andover. Mass..
ing will be held tonight.
ar.d Mrs. Annie Savage of East
Mr.s. Della Simmers entertained Knig.leld. N. H. were recent guests
the "Tournament' at her heme of Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Harri
Monday night. Lunch was served. man. On return they were accom
Ex*ailed in Rhyme
panied by Gertrude Harriman, who
At the Creed and Cassie home on will visit Mrs. Crockett.
Mrs. Willard Morse and her
High street Mr. and Mrs. Fritz
• ohnson entertained Sunday night daughter Miss Eleanor M-Glaulin
a group of guests at an out-of-door of Belmont visited Mrs. Etta Mar
party. It was a wonderful night, riner recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Allen of Cen
warm and balmy made doubly en
joyable by the aroma of hamburg. ter Montville were recent callers
onions, hot dogs and coffee cooked here.
Recent visitors at the homes of
on the open air fireplace served
with hot rolls, cake and toasted Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman,
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Harri- !
marshmallows.
Those present were Mrs Evie man and Mrs. Mary Collins were
Vinal. son Harold Vinal. Miss Lucy Mrs. Ethel Griffin and Mrs. Lila ,
KLane. Miss Marjorie Stone. Mr. and Burrill of Union. Mrs. Alex Crock- j
Mrs Andrew Cassie and Mr and ett and Mrs. Alma MacKartland |
of Andover, Mass.. Mrs. Annie Sav- i
Mrs. Alfred Creed.
At an inspirational moment age of East Kingfield. N. H.. Rich- j
Harold Vinal composed this poem ard Edgecomb of Washington, and
in honor of the pleasant evening: iMiss Evelyn Oxton of Liberty.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Packard
Never on a July night, when the Sumand family of Monroe were guests
mer'ft full and round.
Oo ln doors to ha\e your bite. Its Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
much better on the ground.
Packard.
With the smell of wood a*burnlng and
Mr. and Mrs. James Blake of
the coffee pot a steam
Those who to their rooms are turning North Union visited Sunday with
are very slow at learning.
his mother Mrs. George Davis.
That life’s an outdoor dream
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Young. Mrs.
H..w absurd are tho*e u’ho go into
lamp-light and forget.
Alice Dodge and Perley Handy all
Smell of cnlons that are sweet as the
of Camden were guests Sunday of
tang of mignonette
Better sit beneath the moon, when It Everett Heal.
rises In the gloaming,
Mrs.
Vincent
Ulmer.
Mrs.
Than go ln from day too soon and
Thomas Gillmartin and Miss June
neglect the embers burning
Take a tip from Frlu and Andy, stay
Rushing all of New York City, are
out doors and eat your candy.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Boyde Whit
ing.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADf
WORK WONDERS

FOR WOMEN>
ONIYZ
If fidgety nerves, restless nights end
distress from female functional "Ir
regularities" keep you from haying
fun In life—take Lydia E. Plnkham's
Vegetable Compound—famous for
over 60 years ln helping weak, run
down nervous women during "dlfk.ncult” days. WORTH TRYING!

Qeniune &nqrave<)

STATIONERY
JU The Lowest Prices ln Hlstoryl

Visiting Cards
IOC paneled cards, choice of 4
sizes and 30 stvlee of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only__ S1.6S

Wedding Announcements
or Invitations
On while or ivory stock—wed
ding or plate finish. Inside and
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED ________________ $8.95

Soda! Stationery
Epedal styles for men and women.
A choice of lovely colors, mono
gpams and sty les of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED-------------------$2.29. $3.95 and up.

Business Stationery
800 business cards or Hammermlll
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED, only___________ $7.9$

The Courier-Gazette
Advertising In
THIS
PAPER
Is a
Good Investment
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A glimpse at "The Common,” a spot dear to the heart of every resident and former resident of Union
—Photo by Dow.

ONE OF THE SNOW FLEET

I>om an old time photo, loaned to this paper by Mrs. Ralph T. Clark.

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M.. over Stations WNAC. Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport: WTIC, Hart

STONINGTON
Mrs. Fred Thurlow of Lexington.
Mass., was a recent visitor here
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Small with
Royle and Dal of Elizabeth, N. jj.
who have been spending a two
weeks vacation here, returned home
Thursday.
Millard Anderson and Earl Snow ,
have returned from a trip which
took them as far west as Terre I
Haute. Ind.
Albina Ingalls and son John who
were visiting Mrs. Maria Scarci.
have returned to Bradford. .
Members of the Congregational
Sunday School enjoyed a recent
picnic at Euckminsters Point. .
Harry Colby is able to be out
again after three weeks' illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tomascllo
of Providence are visiting Mrs.
Tomasello's parents Mr and Mrs.
Jason Gross at the Gross House.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kenney
1 i Virginia McGuire) of New York
City are at the Ocean View Hotel.
Mrs. Vera Wenzel of Hartford is
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs
■ J C. Harmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Robbins
; were recent visitors at Isle au Haut.
Lena Morey and Carl Morey have
returned from Philadelphia where
they were called by the death of
their brother John.
Geraldine Walters is visiting
i relatives ln Concord. N. H
Miss Florence Mixer ls now in
, Auburn after passing several weeks
here.
Several members of the Calendar
I Club motored recently to Sears,port
! to pass the day with Rev. and
Mrs. John Fitzpatrick.
Mrs. Edna Merrill is having their
< hosue painted and repaired.

for 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
4. Apure.white.greaseless,stain
less vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless co fabrics.
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
have beensold. Try a jartodayl

ARRID

--J
Jr • jar

Al *11 store* Milins tollrt poods
(alto in lOf and 59, jars)

Presto Muffins

2 cups sifted Presto self-rising
flour
34 cup sugar
1 Eg?
1 cup m:lk
'i cup shortening, melted
Combine sifted Presto ar.d su'gar.
Mix beaten egg with milk and
melted shortening.
stir until
Presto is just dampened. Fill well
greased muffin pans two-thirds full
and bake in a moderate oven (375
degrees F.) about 25 to 30 minutes

FINAS r
ItltEM)

24'4 LB.
BAG

MARGARINE
Ol.I) HOMESTEAD
PASTRY

59c

24'z LB. BAG

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
PILLSBURY'S BEST FLOUR
I LB

PURE
VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

TIN
15/
IARVO
$1.25 10
SUGAR
25 Lb. Bag
CLUB
TONIC
RINSO or OXYDOL
WHITE
CORN FLAKES
SODA CRACKERS
COFFEE
Macaroni or Spaghetti
APPLESAUCE
FINE GRANULATED

3111.1.KIIOOK
ASSORTED FLAVORS
Contents Onlv

SPRAY

RICHMOND
A PLEASING BLEND

FINAST

SLICED—NO RIND

SMOKED—t TO 6 LBS.

Shoulders

15c

BACON

WELL STOCKED PANTRY

FINAST

SHOULD HAVE THESE'.

PEANUT

BEANS, BROWN BREAD and KETCHUP ARE
A HARD COMBINATION TO BEAT FOR
A HEARTY INEXPENSIVE MEAL

SWANS ISLAND

Miss lima Morse who has em
ployment in Portland spent tlie
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
weekend with her parents Mr and
Mrs. Nelson Morse.
Mrs. Laura Stinson is spending a
We walked into a frierd's home Peach Plum Jan,
I few days in Rockland.
in Welleslev last week that was a
3 pounds red plums .7 cups.
Miss Phebc Kent cf Massachu,
,
.
3 pounds peaches <7 cupsi
1 satta is spending a vacation with
miracle of cool serenity and won- ,
CU[JS sugar
; iier sister Mrs. Will Freethy.
dered if any of her tricks for creat- 2 lemons, sliced very thin
_Mr.
____
_ ___
__________
_ are
and
Mrs. Chase
Savage
ing an illusion of crisp coolness Peel and pit peaches, pit plums, j on a mbmr trip, visiting Boston and
would'interest you. She and her cut into small pieces, and sugar ] Bar Harbor
and lemon and cook to desired conMrs. Russell Mercier of Bucksport
husband had packed the children Istency.
Pour into sterilized jars recently visited her mother Mrs,
off to camp for the Summer and and seai
Lilia Moulden.
decided to have a second sort of yjjdco peppermint Ice Cream
Harris Orcutt who has been visit- ]
honeymoon, re-possessing
their
1 can Midco Vanilla Ice Box ing his father in Vinalhaven. has
home which usually rings with the . freeze
returned heme.
tumult and clatter of five healthy
Milk
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Murphy and
young offspring.
’*• pint heavy cream
children Elizabeth and Margaret of
“It s like a second honeymoon." '.-pound Richardsons U-All-No Detroit recently spent a few days
she said. "I'm doing my own cook
With friends here.
ing and exploring all the new cook
Pour the contents of the can
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Barbour.!
SOUTHWEST HARBOR
books for different things to try. of Midco into a bowl and fill empty und Mrs. William Koster and
Capt. and Mrs. Lewis Kirby, really enjoying my garden and ter can with milk and gradually add daughter Lucille of Rockland were
daughter Barbara and son Lewis race for the flrst time in years and
guests Sunday of Austin Joyce.
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. having the best sort of rest and to Midco in bowl; stir thoroughly
until
mixed.
Whip
the
cream
and
I
Fred Rchbins. Miss Barbara re vacation. We've found some won
mained for a longer visit. She re derful tea rooms and restaurants add Midco to it. blending thorough APPLETON RIDGE
ly. Pour into refrigerator tray to
Mrs. Linnibei Sprowi was weekturned Friday to Jonesport.
we didn't know for the nights I
Funeral services for Eben Rich don't feel like cooking and. all in freeze When partially frozen add end guest of Mrs. Chrystal Pcnthe peppermint candy which has liington of Bangor.
ardson were held at the home Sun all. having a perfect Summer."
been ground up fairly fine, and fin
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bradford of
day. Mr. Richardson was the old
As for making the house seem ish freezing.
Augusta are visiting Mrs. Brad
est member and past master of cool, she had packed away winter
MENU
ford's sisters. Mrs. Ethel Moody and
Tremont Lodge. F.A.M.and mem knick-knacks and big pictures
Breakfast
Mrs. Oertrude Mocdy.
ber of Jephthah Chapter. O.E.S.. hung pastel chintz at the windows
Miss Muriel Robbins and friend
Fresh Raspberries
The flowers were many and beau and slip-covered the furniture in
of Portland and Mrs. Blanch Brown
Prepared Cereal
tiful.
cool green denim. The big rugs
of the Village were callers Sunday
Scrambled Eggs
Mrs. Ethel Albee has sold her were up and hooked scatter rugs in
at Mrs. Mary Fuller's.
•Presto Muffins
house and part of her land to Hil their place; a pleated fan of white
Mrs. Esther Moody returned last
•Peach Plum Jam
ton Hamblen who will take pos paper in the fireplace formed the
Thursday from Portland.
Coffee
session Sept. 15. Mr. Albee is background for a big jar of shin
Mrs. Alice (Lovejoy) Greenlaw of
Lunch
building an addition to hls garage j lr g green rhododendron leaves,
Portland was a caller Sunday at
Corn Chowder
for a Summer honie as they spend
were crystal vases here and Tomato and Lettuce Sandwiches , Mrs. Evelyn Pitmans.
their Winters at Fort Lauderdale. there holdlng garden flowers or Nestle Chocolate Crunch Cookies
Miss Carolyn Hart is guest at
t Silvia Rpv's in North Union.
,' , j . j
. _. .
. _
! sprays of green foliage and end
Iced Tetley Tea
Winfred Lord and Richard Tren- tables wrre s
bare of a„ but
Jesse Miller Mrs. Edna Miller of
Dinner
holm spent Sunday in Winterport the essenllaIs cf Hvin„ servlng Kemp's Sun Rayed Tomato Juice ' Burkettville and Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Knights of Union were re
and Monroe.
| two purges
the lcvely ^polished
Individual Lamb Pies
cent callers at Frank Hart's.
„
„
,
wood was more effective and the
Parslied New Potatoes
Buy Yourself rich-through clas- room looked morc serene.
Mrs. Esther Moody. Mrs. Julia
Tossed Green Salad
Mitchell and Lucy Moody were
Ifled offer*
She closes the windows and low
•Cucumber Dressing
Rockland visitors Monday.
ers the shades as the sun gets high
‘Midco Peppermint Ice Cream
Rev. John Gcdlrey was dinner
and opens the windows only to ad- I
Coffee
New Under-arm
guest Monday at Mr. and Mrs. W.
mit cool night air. That new re
• Recipes given.
M. Newbert's.
fluid that comes in hob
Mrs. Ethel Moody. Lucy Moody
Cream Deodorant freshing
nail glass bottles is keeping the
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette and Laurence Moody motored to
safely
air fresh and smelling faintly of
Boothbay Harbcr recently.
lavender; it has orly io be sprayed
Stops Perspiration about occasionally. Any ideas for
How to relax. On the theory that
a Summer vacation at home here
we live in an age suffering patho
for you?
logically irom too much tension, a
Cu- umbi.' Dre sing
1 cup sweet or sour cream,
professor teaches "Methods in Re
whipped
laxation” and runs a clinic where
2 trbiespeons vinegar
tight muscles are loosened scien
't clove garlic, chopped
tifically.
1 large curuir.uer
Salt, pepper, paprika
Beat the cream and when it be
1. Does not rot dresses, does
gins to thicken add the vinegar;
not irriiate skin.
beat a little, then add the chopped
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
garlic and the cucumber whidh
right after shaving.
has been peeled ar.d chopped, and
3. Instantly stops perspiration
the seasonings. Mix well and chill.

15c|0LE0

LARD re“ 2
FLOUR

BUTTER

FINAST OVEN BAKED

BEANS

Made With Only
U S. No l
G>ad* Peanuts

CHOCK FULL OF RAISINS

BROWN BREAD
FANCY GRADE - MADE FROM RIPE TOMATOES

TOMATO JUICE

FINAST
Absolutely Pure

PINEAPPLE JUICE

NEW I9HO CROP
STRAWBERRY

46 oz
TIN

BY THE MAKERS OF
SWIFT'S PREMIUM HAMS

12 oz
TIN

lAor

TIN

MdlS

29c
23c
23c

3 10^

FOR A TEMPTING EASY IO PREPARE DESSERT

geaiowt Pack

Canned PEAS

SALE this WEEK

Season’s Crop.

50 oz
TINS

10c

DOLE’S

PRESERVES
Mirabel Fresh Pack
Preserves from This

25c

2,,;28c

FINAST KETCHUP

SWIFT'S PREM

2 LB
JAR

Richmond m*x?± 3hns35c
Finast

TINS

Fancy Tender - Very Small

27c

YorGarden S': 2 uns 27c

fcvr-Redy
Jther Flavors Include
Raspberry - Grape
Pineapple - Apricot
Cherry or Blackberry

R&R Chicken BONED

2 LB JAR - RASPBtRRY or STRAWBERRY ONLY )

unA3c

La Touraine Co,’ee in 26c
Clapp'S B^byroods 3&23C

FRUITS
MLLO-KIPE

'*°*TIN29t

VEGETABLES
r

KElS t'ONE

BANANAS 5 lbs 25c PEACHES

4 lbs 23c

RED MALAGA

GRAPES
NATIVE

2 lbs 19c BEETS

3 bchs 15c

NATIVE ICEBERG

CABBAGE 5 lbs 10c LETTUCE 2 hds 15c
JUMBO
Cantaloupes 2 for 25c GREEN BEANS 2 lbs 15c
FANCY

LARGE R! I)

TOMATOES 3 lbs 25c PLUMS

2 doz 25c

TEXAS BEKMl DA

POTATOES 15 lbs 25c ONIONS

4 lbs 15c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Every-Other*Day
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He Climbs The Stairs

THOMASTON

CIVIL WAR VETERANS

Rockport Carnival Opens
Wednesday—a Glance
At the Program

“Tony,” Tom Mix’s Cow
Pony, Will Be At Com
munity Building Aug. 9

ft ft ft
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS

Correspondent
ft ft ftft
Tel. 190

Won’t Be Long Now

Life At Bayside
Where You Get Your Fill
Of Blueberry Pie, Fish
Chowder and Fog

CAMDEN

CAREER STORY

JUNE COTE
Correspondent
ftft ftft
Tel. 713

Bayside. Me., July 28.
The Rockport Regatta-Sports
Tom Mix and his horse Tony, and
men's Show will epe-n next Wed Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ccirpany of Western stars will be
These days
nesday at 1 p. m„ with an after
Dr. and Mrs. Ferry Sperber and at Community building, Aug. 9..
*\
when most of
Mrs. Lucy Dean, son William and
noon and evening packed full of
Mr. and Mrs. George Loconie, who
In all the 17 years of Tony Mix's
I
the world ls Mrs. B. F. Herrick motored Sun
have been guests of Mrs. Leona life, the world famous cow pony
the mest delightful and thrilling
fighting and get day to Millinocket where they were
Reed, returned Sunday to Provi has never warn a pair of shoes tliat
ting ready t o guests of Irving Hanscom for the
entertainment ever seen at this
dence. They were accompanied as have not been forged, fashioned
fight, there is day.
event.
fas as Portland by Averyl Reed and and nailed by hi- owner. Tom Mix
one little spot on
Ralph B. Basford, son of Mr. and
The
Senior
Boy
Scouts
from
Leon Beattie wlio will spend a few Torn himself, it might be added, is
the jittery At Mrs. Ellis Basford of Lincolnville,
Camp
William
Hinds
will
open
the
days there, guests of Mrs. Lucille a pretty good blacksinlth. It is
lantic
coast
line
and Miss Agnes Emma Willey of
four day Show with a very ap
Blackington.
where peace Northport, daughter of Mr. and
customary always in the cattle
propriate Flag raising ceremony.
reigns, where Mrs. Fred Willey of Milo, were mar
Audrey Young underwent a ton country for cowboys to shoe their
Perry Greene. World champion
the only air ried at the Methodist parsonage
sillectomy Monday at Knox Hos own horses.
wood chopper and master of cere
As a horseshcer. Mr Mix is an
pital.
monies for the Sportsmen's Hour, raids are those made by the sea Monday night by Rev. Weston P.
will put on tlie first of eight shows gulls, and the war seems far away. Holman. The single ring service
Miss Marion Allen and Miss*May adept and also has peculiar ideas
which will surpass all Sportsmen's
Bengal of Normal. Ill., are guests about how and when a horse should
Tliis is Bayside; Maine’s summer was used. The attendants were
.'heed. For this rea-on. thc
Shows ever staged in Maine.
the groom's sisters. Misses Velma
at Mrs. Oliver Cushing's heme while be
noted picture star keeps a forge
Miss Florence Carleton, chairman colony on the shores of Belfast bay. and Angela Basford of Camden. Anita Louise of the Dresden China
visiting friends in town.
and anvil near tlie corral at MixTlie peoplel aren’t dumb In Bay- After a wedding trip, Mr. and Mrs. type of beauty, is to play the long
of the water sports committee, ls
Mr. and Mrs. William Hoyt and [ ville. where his cowboys make their
planning swimming and diving side. They are awake to what may Basford will make their home in suffering little heroine ln "The
two daughters of Portsmouth, N own horseshoes and put them on.
events to include boys and girls of be the ultimate consequences of a Waldoboro.
Villain Still Pursued Her,” Harold
Tony is never heavily shod, since
H„ were weekend guests of friends
all age. . Five State of Maine cham German victory to all our Summer
Miss
Olive
P.
Shadie
of
Washing

B. Franklin’s production of a his
he
lives
and
works
in
a
country
here.
pionship swimming races will be resorts, and they sit around the
ton, D. C. is visiting Mr. and Mrs. toric melodrama. Born In New
included in this program under the
Miss Frances Babb, of Springfield. where- there is no interfering ice.
York City, January 9, 1917, Anita
direction of the Maine A. A. U. radio nights and listen to Raymond Allie U. Dougherty.
Vt., who has been visiting Mr and and caulks, therefore, are done
Dr. and Mrs. F. S. Powers enter made her histrionic debut at the
Many entries have already been re Gram Swing with much the same
Mrs. Ralph Crawford, went Tues away with. Tony's shoes are flat,
feelings as they do at home, but tained 20 guests recently at a pic- age of seven in the New York stage
ceived for these races.
day to South Berwick to visit without toe or heel projections. In
there is something about the old nio luncheon at their residence production of -‘‘Peter Ibbetson.”
theatre
appearances,
however.
Mr.
Tlie
popular
Camden
Yacht
Club
friends there before returning
oak trees and everlasting rocks "Fredelyn Lodge," Riverside Park. Her first picture, a silent one, was
Mix ha.- fashioned a rubber shoe
HAJ
Boat
will
race
on
this
first
home.
which is quickly adjusted over
afternoon.
The committee boat here which is reassuring to troubled Guests present were Mrs. William “The Sixth Commandment.” She
Mrs. Maude Silva of Medford Tony's iron one and which gives
affords an opportunity for many minds, and visitors somehow seem Barrett, Mrs. Nancy Clark. Mr. and also appeared as a child actress
to feel that these rocks and trees, Mrs. Sidney Wiley, Mrs. Lowell i with Gloria Swanson ln “The Un
Hillside. Mass., is guest of her sis the pony a surer footing pn the
to follow these races.
ter. Miss Martha Stone. Raymond wooden floors of the stage and in
Mrs. Diana Pitts again offers one which have been here since the Moody and children. Lowell, and tamed Lady” and with Alec Francis
Silva and son, Robert, having re getting up and down stairs for
of her novel ideas for the street world began, will continue to exist Patricia, Mr. and Mrs. Roland ln "The Music Master.” With the
turned Tuesday to Medford Hillside Tony scorns tlie freight elevators
parade. See the various nursery to give shade and shelter long after Berry and children, Mrs. Charles coming of sound she was outstand
after a visit here.
and enters and exits the same as
| rhymes represented by the floats. Hitler and his misguided goose- Pease, Harold Pease. Jr.. C. Frank ing in such pictures as “The Fire
A bicycle parade will be led by steppers have vanished from die Berry. Barrett Clark. Mrs. Parker bird.” “Midsummer Night's Dream,"
Invitations have been received the rest of tlie performers.
| Jackie She ehan, former six-day Earth.
McKeller and son. Robert.
here from Mr. and Mrs. Herman
"Anthony Adverse,” and “TovaMaybe such thoughts do not ac
champion bicycle rider. Because
Carl Armbruster announcing the Academy. The new teacher is a
Mrs. Justin Davis of Rockland rich.” Miss Louise speaks three
of his many triumphs Mr. Sheehan complish much lit the way of pre and Mrs. Alma Farnsworth of Hope languages, is an accomplished pian
marriage of their daughter. Rlieta graduate of the University of Maine
was in 1935 conferred with the dis paredness but they are restful have been recent guests of Mrs. ist and harpist and a splendid
Adella. to RusseU Lermond Mor in the class of 1934 and has held
tinction of "Kentucky Colonel" by thoughts to vacationists from the Luella Manchester.
gan, Aug. 17. at the Second Con teaching positions in Machias.
dancer. She once gave a harp con
tlie Governor of that State. He hot cities, and they fill the cottages
gregational Church, in Greenwich, Littleton. N. S.. and the Quantico
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bresnehan cert at the Philharmonic Audi
will
also
officiate
at
the
bicycle
here
with
contented
people,
who
Conn.
Larie Post school in Quantico. Va.
race on tlie grounds immediately fill their stomachs with fish chow and son John are guests of her torium ln Los Angeles and has re
cently completed two personal
Mrs. Sherwood Sprowl and son, At the University of Maine. Miss Upper left. Simon A. Fish: upper right. Z. II. Iliggins; lower left, James at the close of the parade. Suit der and blueberry pie and sit around father Daniel Dougherty. .
Dudley Talbot of Milton, Mass.. appearances tours of theatres in the
John Stillman, are visiting in Henry w'as an outstanding student
able prizes will be offered both on the front porches and tell the
Miller; lower right, A. F. Green
Is spending a few days in town. He east and south. In spite of her
Vinalhaven, having accompanied and an All-Maine woman. Besides
girls and boys In parade and races. world they are glad they came.
was accompanied by his brother. seeming fragility, she excels in
her mother, Mrs. Stillman Osgood, her regular college course she has
The entertainment for the eve
That's Bayside atmosphere. May
on her return after a visit here.
studied at George Washington Unining will Include band concert by be it's a heritage from old Metho John Talbot who went on to Sandy active sports, such as tennis, fenc
Misses Maryan and Muriel Black-| versity in Washington. D. c
the Rockport School Band, vaude dist Campground days when songs Point to visit friends and relatives. ing, riding and swimming. She has
Tlie feature at the Comique Thea traveled extensively all over Europe
Mrs. A. P. Heald. Miss Helen
ville. and again the greatest cast of praise to the original architect
Ington and Arthur Blackington
of Sportsmen's Show champions of the place resounded through tre Friday will be Raymond Mas and the United States. In Europe
have returned to Portland after a Carr. Miss Blanche Raysor and
Camden
Has
Display
to appear on one Show in this the groves on the hillsides by the sey in "Abe Lincoln in Illinois." she ylsited her grandparents in
visit with their grandmother, Mrs. friends. Miss Marion Alien and Miss
LTDA C. CHAMPNEY
May Bengal of Normal. IU.. were
Room Open To Public- ever
Osa Johnson s ”1 Married Adven
State.
Leona Reed.
sea. and maybe It's a general Yan ture" is playing for the last times Alsace-Lorraine nnd appeared In
Correspondent
afternoon tea guests Tuesday of
Tlie
Destroyer
U.
S.
S.
Kane
will
"The Life of Franz Schubert,”
Purpose
Of
Society
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Cogan. ac Mrs. Percy E. Demmons.
A A A A
A A A />
replace the U. S. S. Fox which kee distrust of newfangled amuse today.
which was filmed in Vienna. —•
companied by Mr and Mrs John
ment
gadgets
which
make
so
many
Dr. Guy Wilson of Rockland was
The Camden Historical Society is was originally scheduled for Rock places into three-ringed circuses
De Winter of Augusta, left Monday j K< lley-Thurston
Tel. 2229
the guest speaker at the Rotary
for a motor trip through Canada ' jjiss Louise Thurston, daughter
now occupying a room in the port Harbor Aug. 7-8-9-10.
Klir Beck, architect and artist, with no place to go to rest. Any club meeting Tuesday noon. Visi GROSS NECK
Carol De Winter is guest of Mrs. I Of Mr. and Mrs Wendell E. Barlow
way
it's
reasonably
certain
It
isn
’
t
Masonic
Block
where
its
many
ar

Mr and Mrs. Fred Logan of Au
tors were Joshua C. Chase of Or
Recent callers at the home of Mr.
Charles Ccgan during the absence 0( this town, became the bride cf gusta were in town Sunday calling ticles of interest are on display. The has designed and built a new ex the occasional fog which brings lando. Fla. Arthur Stevens of Au
hibit for the Department of In
and Mrs. Melvin Genthner were
of her parents.
Harvey Kelley, son of Mr. and Mrs on friends.
back
the
same
people
year
after
gusta. H. P. Blodgett and T. C. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Genthner and
room will soon be open to the pub land Fisheries and Game as a fea (year—and something does.
Harry Morse returned yesterday Shirley Kelley of Bernard SaturStone of Rockland. Vinton Hark
Mrs. Albert Averill of Rockland lic cne day a week, and more if ture attraction. This display will
to Portland after spending the past I day night at 8.30 at the Baptist
They're here this Summer iif ness of Boston and Roy Spear of grandson of South Waldoboro, Miss
include a beautiful working model
several days with his sister. Mrs. Church in Farmington. Rev. Albert and Miss Phyllis Brown ol Glen there is a demand for it, date of (electric lights and running water> what the old exhorters would call Portland.
Evelyn Genthner of Portland. Mrs.
opening
to
be
announced
next
week.
dale.
Calif.,
were
recent
guests
at
G.
Henderson
performing
the
Nicholas Anzalone, and Mr. AnzaCharles Kaler of West Waldcboro.
of a fish hatchery. Nearby will be goodlv numbers. They loaf around
Mrs.
Eugene
Lincoln
has
returned
The
Society
was
formed
.four
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
i double ring ceremony.
lone.
Morris Kaler and friend of Lynn,
an eight foot waterfall above a in slacks and short-sleeved shirts
The bride, wearing a white lace Gardiner. Mr. and Mrs. Harry’ years ago out of the desire to bring mossy pool in which will be seen and sometimes no shirts at all. to Providence, after visiting her Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Libby
Mrs Isadore DeWinter returned
a
trumpet,
which
was
presented
brother
and
sister-in-law
Mr.
and
Levenseller
of
Rockland
were
guests
of Thomaston.
yesterday to Liberty after a vaca j gown, with hat of white lace straw,
Paul Stevens, leader of the Cam rainbow and brook trout (World’s ' They play golf and putter around Mrs. Frank Morrow.
and carrying a bouquet of -white Sunday at the Gardiner home.
tion from her work there.
Mrs. Daniel Halloran and chil
Fair trout) swimming about. There I their trim little Summer homes
den
band,
in
1852.
from
Canada
Miss
Anna
Florence
Burrill,
sweet peas and baby's breath, was
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Pratt of back to Camden. This could be will also be cages of animals and I cutting the grass and pounding
Members of the Rook Club were i given in marriage by her father.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll dren of Connecticut are visiting
Everett,
Mass.,
are
spending
a
week
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Her sister. Miss Elizabeth Thurston.
done only under the conditions birds including, bear, deer, Owls nails, and every last one of them M. Burrill, and Basil Bowen, son her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alden
j knows when it’s high water for of Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Bowen, Waltz.
Maloney for a picnic supper and I was her only attendant, and she with Mrs. Zadoc Knight.
that it would be presented to a His and Pheasants.
Miss Doris Sylvester who has torical Society, so an interested
evening of cards Monday at Pleas wore blue and white flowered chifTlie Sea and Shore Fisheries will! that's the swimming hour, and of Rockland, were married Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons
been spending a week In Vinal group formed the Society with again offer one of its beautiful and while the water is sometimes as night at the Methodist parsonage. are visiting Mrs. Carrie Wallace at
ant Point. Prizes at Rook were |
white
straw
hat,
and
carried
awarded Mrs. Theodore Rowell,110"
haven returned home Saturday. these officers: President, Horatio interesting displays also designed by | cold as Hitler's heart, one plunge Rockport, by Rev. Ernest F. Smith Broad Cove.
pink carnations and pink sweet
Albert Anderson, and Mr. and Mrs. peas. The best man was Edward She resumed her duties Monday Stevens; vice president, Maurice Mr. Beck for this show.
| seems to make them want to chase in the presence of the Immediate
Mrs. Villa Morse of tlie Village
at the Rockland office of the Cen Bcwers; secretary. Evelyn Tewks
Warren Knights. Others in the Thurston, brother of the bride.
The parade is to ieature a bicycle j the squirrels up the trees and laugh families. The single ring service ls spending tliis week with her par
party were Mr. and Mrs. Weston
tral
Maine
Power
Co.
section.
Prizes
will
be
given
to
their
heads
off.
bury; treasurer. Helen Dougherty;
Immediately after the ceremony
was used. After a wedding trip, ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
Young, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Mac- Mr. and Mrs. Kelley left for a
Mrs. Herbert Simmons with Mr. custodian, John Tewksbury, trus the boy and the girl entering the | Just now the hero here is Capt. Mr. and Mrs. Bowen will make Eugley.
gewan. Mrs. Anderson and Mr. three weeks' trip during which they and Mrs. Leland Pratt of Everett, tees. Charles C. Wood, Joshua j best decorated bicycle. After the 1 Tod Durham. Capt. Durham ls un- their home here.
Mrs. Bowen
Mr. an dMrs. Ralph Eugley and
Rowell.
, are visiting Bernard, arriving last Mass., spent Tuesday visiting rela Chase. Rexford Daniels. Adin Hop- : parade, bicycle races will be held official janitor of Belfast bay with graduated from Camden High Mrs. Charles L. Eugley were Rock
kins and Mrs. Georgia Hobbs.
; on Regatta Grounds. Prizes will ' headquarters at the Yacht Club School this year and Mr. Bowen land visitors recently.
Mrs Warren Eldredge of Clear- njght in Thomaston and going on tives in Augusta.
Tlie purpose cf the Society is to be again offered to the boy and girl where he keeps his motor boat tied attended the Rockland schools.
water. Fia is visiting her mother,
jjar Harbor. On return they are
L. True Spear. Jr., is at home
Cyras Richards, James Richards,
Mrs. Orry Frost.
to make their home in Trevett, from Cambridge, Mass., to spend collect and preserve documents. , winners. The races will be under up most of the time. He ls also
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Groves re Virgil Richards and Miss Lorraine
books,
maps
and
any
article
of
his.
the
direction
of
Jackie
Sheehan,
commodore
and
chief
owner
of
the
Rev. and Mrs. Bertram Hanscom where Mr. Kelley ls to be principal a week s vacation with his parturned Wednesday to their home Richards spent Saturday niht with
torical interest to the State—more He
is
also bringing Harry | local water system and a millionaire in Monongahela City, Pa., Mrs. their uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs.
of Everett, Mass., left Monday for , of the grammar school and Mrs enti.
particularly
to
Camden
and
vicinity.
a trip to California after being Ke^ey
t™
The Trytohelp Club met Monday Articles of interest will be gladly ( Tatro. New England amateur sprint who buys hls golf balls by the bushel Walter Conley returned with them Fred Libby in Thomaston.
champion, who will give exhibition j and cheerfully sprays them all over for a visit.
Mrs. Ke..e\ wfts graduated from
. ,
, __
_
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Harold McFarland has re
Boothbay
Harbcr
High
School
and
at
home °
^°/oh> received bv the Society at any time ride of one mile against time.
j the course at 2 p. m. every afterWinchenbach.
The HAJ fleet left Camden harbor turned to New Harbor after visit
the Farmington State Normal Young in Camden with Miss Marion as a donation or loan.
Mrs.
Beulah
Richardson,
chairI
noon.
A lobster stew supper will be
Wednesday morning for Its annual ing her parents Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Among the documents, there are
served Friday at 5.30 at St. John's School nnd for the past five years Upham as assistant hostess. Next several cf special interest including man of the Bab)’ Show committee I The exploit which put Capt. Todd overnight cruise to Buck's Harbor. Eugley.
has
been
teaching
in
Southport
Monda
J
night
the
meeting
wi.l
be
is
planning
an
added
attraction
in
the
public
eye
was
a
daring
parish hall.
and Rockland. Mr. KcJey is a
and cand>' kitchens will the appointment in 1853 of E. K jf a Kiddie Talent parade for rescue at sea. Alone and single Nine boats will race down and back,
Miss Luella Thorne cf Warren Is
and they were accompanied by seven .'-lending this week with Mrs. Ida
Miss Blanche Henry has been graduate of Williams High School 06
at
homes of members Smart of Camden as Collector of
elected to teach mathematics and at Oakland. Farmington State in preparation for the candy booth Customs and signed by Franklin children up to seven years of age. ] handed he manned his fast motor other sail and power boats.
Waltz.
The Gift Cottage at Wildwood boat and stood away in the teeth
Leslie Lenfest of Hartford. Conn.,
coach dramatics at Dover-Foxcroft Normal School and attended the « the coming Carnival.
Pierce; a document appointing Park
has been very beautifully fur of a mounting gale to a spot ap Miss Barbara Lenfest and Miss Haz d
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Leeman and
New York Agricultural School. He , Mr. and Mrs Frederick Driscoll Jonathan Thayer Justice cf the nished through the courtesy of Miss proximately two miles off the
family of Round Pond visited Sat
was a teacher in the Islesford I of Boston and Mr. and Mrs. James Peace in 1812 and signed by Caleb Sadie Marcus of the Stonington Searsport shore where a sailboat White of Woburn, Mass., and Miss urday at the homes of Mr. and
Nancy Barthelemy of Arlington,
schools two years, and for the past j Carey Whitefield were recent visi- Strong. Governor of Massachusetts, Furniture Company.
had overturned ln a gusty wind and Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs Frank Simmons and Mr. and
ycar has been tutoring and attend- ■ tors at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Maine being then a part of Massa
Mrs. Pearl Simmons.
left two Summer visitors with no Lee Lenfest.
chusetts. There are books pub
ing New York University.
j Charles Carver.
POOR LIL’ BRACK SHEEP
where to go and nothing to do but
lished in London and Paris as early
For a Limited Time Only
The feature at the Comique TneKeep a large shaker containing
John MacGregor of Newton. Mass.
111’ brack sheep, dat stray’d away. ride the waves from a seat on the atre Friday will be Raymond MasFriendly Club sale of home cook- , is spending a month with his as 1748, a book from Camden's first Poor
los’ in de win' an rain
six parts of salt to one part of pep
garbord
strake
ol
their
crippled
Library, 1796, and books from the AnDone
ey
in
"Abe
Lincoln
in
Illinois."
Osa
’ de Shepherd He say. "O hlrelin.’
“L1.30:?.!
daughter. Mrs. Zelma Dwinal.
craft.
Johnson's "I Married Adventure" is per on the shelf of your kitchen
fln n,v sheep again"
Masonic lot; if stormy, in Mr. Don ! Miss Ruth Packard has returned Circulating Library which was AnGo
’ de hlrelin’ frowns. "O Shepherd
Catrien
’
s
second
library.
Arriving at the scene of the dis playing for the last times today.
range to use In seasoning foods.
aldsons store—adv.lt
Dat
sheep
am
brack
on'
bad
"
to Rockland after spending ten
There are hand drawn road maps But de Shepherd He smile like de 111’ aster Capt Tod shed his pants and
days as guest of Miss Barbara of Camden and an auditor's report
got busy. The drag of the wet sail
brack sheep
Richardson.
for the Town of Camden for 1858 Is de onllest lamb he had.
in the water made it Impossible to
j Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Richards drawn up in pen and ink also Cam Is de onllest lamb he had.
tow the overturned boat to shore I
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE
and family have returned to New den's first town report of four An’ He say, "o hlrelin’. hasten!
and called for quick thinking. The 5
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
For de win' an' de rain am cor.
I London. Conn., after a month's visit pages for 1883 The Scciety also An'
fact that one of the marooned sail- I
HAROLD B. KALER. Washington, Me.
dat 111’ brack sheep am lonesome
ness—for school—for typewriter.
with his parents. Capt. and Mrs., has on display a flag carried by
Out dere so far from de fol’."
Card Will Bring Full Particulars
ors was a female had little effect
An'
de
hlrelin'
frowns.
“
O
Shepherd.
Stephen Leighton. Jr., grandfather
j Huse Richards.
on the pantless Tod. He got the
TELEPHONE 5-25
Without Calomel —And You’ll Jump Out of
Dat
sheep
am
ol'
an'
gray
’
In the absence of the pastor. Rev. of the late Dr. Wilson D. Barron, But de Shepherd He smile like de 111’ sail down by pulling It up. Then
92* It
Bed in the Morning Rarin’ to Go
C. V. Overman the mid-week prayer who was Captain of one cf the
brack sheep
he and the young man, who com
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice
Wuz Mr as de break ob day,
service tonight at the Baptist companies in the so-called Aroos
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
Into your bowels every day. If this bile Is
prised the second half of the over
not flowing freely, your food may not diChurch will be conducted by Rev. took War in 1839. when the present Wuz fair as de break ob di<y.
turned boat crew stood on the keel
gevt.
It
may
just
decay
in
the
bowels.
Then
We Do Not Break Packages
boundary of Maine was established An’ He say, "O hlrelin'. hasten!
H.
I.
Holt.
and rocked the boat.
i
gas bloats up your stomach. You get con
Lo. here is de ninety an' nine.
The annual meeting of the So But
stipated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
Mrs.
Albert
Young
and
daughter
dere way off from de sheep-fol',
As the rail came up dripping and
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra
looks punk.
ciety
will
be
held
Aug.
15
at
the
Is
dat
111'
brack
sheep
ob
mine."
Ruth of Camden were viistors Wed
slippery they grabbed it and pulled/
It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
’ de hlrelin’ browns. “O Shepherd.
nesday at the homes of Mr. and Masonic hall. Harold Brown will AnDe
Uver Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flow*
At the same time they pushed
rest ob de sheep am here "
be
one
of
the
speakers
and
his
sub

freely to make you feel "up and up.”
Mrs. Ixju E. Upham.
But de Shepherd He smile like de 111' down hard with their feet on the
Get a package today. Take aa directed.
ject
will
be
“
Ancient
Roads
and
brack
sheep
C. Mitchell of Buffalo, N. Y. is
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Amazing In making bile flow freely. Able
keel. It was hard work. It was
He hoi’ It de mos'et' dear.
for Garter’s Little Liver Pills. 10c and
visiting his son. David, at the home Highways of Camden." The pub
He hoi’ It de mostes’ dear.
cold work, and It was wet. Ashore
lic
is
invited.
of Mrs. Belle Coates.
An' de Shepherd go out In de darkness the binoculars of half the popula
The Nitsumsosum Club and hus
Where de night was col’ an' bleak.
tion were fixed on the rocking craft
bands met Monday at the home of Mrs. Frances Pooley in Lincoln An' de 111' brack sheep He fln' It.
while the waves piled up and
An lay It again*' Hls cheek
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. McIntyre in ville.
reached hungrily. All to no avail
An' de hlrelin' frown. O Shepherd.
Warren for picnic supper and
A meeting of the teachers of the
Don' bring dat sheep to me."
however, for nothing made of
But
de
Shepherd
He
smile,
an'
He
hoi'
bridge. High score was won by Baptist Church School was held
water can even intimidate Capt.
It close.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee, Sr. Tuesday night at the vestry. Sev
An' de 111' brack sheep—Is me!
Tod. Water is right up his alley.
and low by Mrs. Frederick Rich eral matters pertaining to the fu
An' de 111’ brack sheep— ts me!
He loves it, pumps It, doses It when
ards and Fred Holbrook.
Author unknown
ture work of the School were dis
This trademark is famous from Maine to California. There
it's ill and sells it. and it was no
PAY AS YOU LEARN
The Rockport Farm Bureau is cussed. with Supt. Charles Marston
are few Americans w ho do not know about it. For nearly to years
time at all before the boat was
holding their annual picnic today presiding over the business session.
it has meant to people in every part of oar country High Quality,
righted and floating once more on
YOUNG MEN—LEARN A TRADE
at the cottage of Mrs. A. W. Greg
Rev. and Mrs. J; N. Palmer. I
LOW Factory Prices, Fair and Square Dealing.
an even keel. Thereafter it was
ory ln Northport.
ANY
TYPE
(laughter Alice and Miss Jessie
only a question of time before the
When any factory stays in business for 40 years constantly
ELECTRIC WELDING
Tlie Baptist Ladies’ Circle met Ames of Bowdoinham were supper
eraft was bailed out and sailed
growing bigger and stronger it must be producing a good product
in the vestry Wednesday for an guests Saturday at the home of
away toward the pier under its
at an attractive price. BECAUSE wc sell direct our factory prices
Welders Wanted in Shipyards and Industries
all-day session. Two quilts were Mr. and Mrs. Edward Auspland.
own power.
are $25 to $40 less than a stove of comparable quality. When that
tacked.
Rev. Joseph O. Purdue, Mr. and
Thereupon Capt. Tod resumed
product wins and holds the friendship of nearly 1.500.000 fami
Mrs Mary Crawford and daugh Mrs. Frank Farrington and Miss
Welding School To Locate Here
his pants and went home to din
lies, it must be a mighty satisfactory, well performing product.
ters, Judith and Nancy, who are Folsom of Bath were guests of Mr.
ner.
visiting her sister, Miss Lilian and Mrs. H. O. Heistad Sunday
When it comes to the stoves with which they cook their meals
G. H. R.
Brann spent Tuesday as guests of afternoon.
and warm their homes! A MILLION AND A HALF /AMERI
(No class room or home studying is required.

ROCKPORT

Local Historical Relics

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8-2xll
Yellow Second
Sheets

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Only 40c

KALAMAZOO

The Courier-Gazette

THE BIGGEST STOVE*& FUR
NACE STORE IN THE’WORLD

LEARN ELECTRIC WELDING

“A Kalamazoo Direct to You” j

REAL ESTATE
BOUGHT-SOLD

Courses can be arranged so that you can learn in

PUBLIC HEARING

your spare time, evenings or days).

All young men interested in learning this trade
write or call

Saturday, August 10,1940

-

at 9.00 o’clock A. M.—D. S. T.

At The Owl’s Head Wharf

Central Welding Service

School of Electric Welding
27 WATER ST.,

Notice is hereby given that a public hearing will
be held

RANDOLPH, ME.
92*lt

on the petition of Mrs. Grace Faunce on the matter
of erecting a wharf at Monroe Island, town of Owl's
Head.
Owl’s Head Selectmen,
G. U. Margeson, Chairman.

BUYERS: We offer a va
riety of properties which
will meet with your exact
Requirements.
SELLERS: We give nation
wide advertising of your
property.

There are 5 738 deer, elk, moose,
mountain sheep and bear killed
hi Wyoming during the 1939 big
same season.

Our Advertising

* Columns Are

Free Open Listing

the

FRED A. DEAN

Merchant’s
Show Windows

TEL. 418

CAMDEN
86*Th*95

CAN HOUSEWIVES CAN’T BE WRONG!
One hundred and forty-four Models of Coal and Wood
ranges, 15 Styles of Oil Ranges. 12 Styles of Electric Ranges, 12
Styles of Bottled Gas Ranges. Combination Oil and Elec
tric Ranges.
Combination Coal-Wood, and Electric Ranges, with dual
oven in which you ran bake cither way. Ask the other dealers
if their Combination Electric Stoves have this feature. Combi
nation Oil and Bottled Gas Ranges.

Combination Coal-Wood and Bottled Gas Ranges, with a dual
oven in which you can bakr cither way. Ask the other dealers to
show you both thc approval of the American Gas Association
and Good Housekeeping on their dual oven stoves. As far as
we know they can't show both.
Requests for prices, pictures, etc., answered promptly.

FACTORY BRANCH STORE AND DISPLAY ROOM

304 WATER STREET,

AUGUSTA, MAINE
91*92
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Every-Other-Day

IT TOOK A LONG TIME

OCl ETY.

But Rockland “Grads” Of 04 Finally
Held a Reunion, and It Was a Dandy

Enjoys This Paper
Miss Newborg Says It
Helps Her Greatly In
Genealogical Efforts

This And That

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER

Arlington Heights. Mass., July 29
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I want to tell you how much I
Tlie Class of 1M4, R. ,H. S, 36. Mr. nnd Mrs. Heistad sang by re enjoy The Courier-Gazette. MS’
years out cf school and still gol”« | Quest a Finnish echo song (in sister. Mrs. Marion Lindsey, gave
e’rone. held Its annual reunion Fri- . Swedish), after which an Informal
«
By K. S. F.
day night at the Universalist vestry, sin? around the piano was enjoyed. me a >earssubscription as a
The event was marked by a laige jv.th Mrs Heistad acting as accom-birthday present and I think it was
attendance and enthusiasm. It being panlst. David E. Crockett in theabout the finest gift I have re
A recruit who did not like the
Mary Ramsdell ls progressing fine-1 tire consensus cf opinion that it ro'e of song leader displayed aceive(j
om> of the Jolllest and happiest obarm that kept a continual round | T '
.
, , , fit of his uniform, walked unsatis
ly at Knox Hospital from an ap-1 was
gatherings the class had had since of song drawn from old school | 1 am doin8 some genealogical
fied out of the store straight into
pendix operation.
It began reunions seven years ago. | sengs, ballads of the gay 90’s, war workfor the D.A.R. and find your
Supper was served under the di- sjn8s- #s well as the popular songs news Items, obituaries, etc., very a senior officer without saluting.
By Pauline Ricker
Miss Ellen D. Tolman, Mrs. and rection of a committee from the
of the daV- A men's chorus com- j vaiuabie
,u.tnmv , am wri.in„ The high officer pulled him up
Peted with vigor with a women's
aust
1 am wrllln« and said, “Look at my uniform!”
Mrs. Harold Kalloch and son, re Church, headed by Mrs. Seabrook
The Summer meeting of the So- i the National Registrar, Mrs. W. R.
turned to Auburn. Mass.. Tuesday Gregory, both service and food ’chorus, and there were other novel- ]upa genealogy of the descendants
“Yes. I know," replied the re ciety of Daughters of the Colonial Hatch. Mrs. R. F. Partridge. Mrs.
after spending a week with Supt. being excellent. The tables, arfeatures that won applause. It ; of CollMathewsand Catharine
Wars in the State of Maine was Charles Waterman, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. F. L S. Morse and other ranged so that the group was was a late (hour when the gathering j Campbell who were married April cruit, “Mine is pretty awful, too."
held Wednesday at The Samoset. Blaine S. Viles. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
relatives in this section.
brought closely together, were dispersed, and it was the general 5. 1733 at North Yarmouth. Me
Attending the luncheon were Mrs. lis E. Swift. Mrs. Henry B MacSuccess is an end to be attained W N Pouch of New York, one of Gunnigle. Mrs. Maud Clark Oay,
traced with beautiful flowers sent opinion that the reunion had been They had three sons, all in Revo
Mrs. Julia Barker of Augusta is by Mrs. Fred True in memory of one of the best.
lution—Lieutenant James who set not by doing the things one likes the National vice presidents; Mrs. Mrs. Edwin Cox. Mrs. Stanwood
Present were:
visiting Mrs. C. E. Benner who also her sister, tdie late Mrs. Emma Law
tied in St. George. Lieut. John, to do but by liking to do the things Arthur P. Champlin of Portland, Bailey. Mrs.. Ralph Somerville,
Teacher: Miss Coughlin,
has as guest her daughter. Mrs. rence Stinford, who was a member
early settled in South Thomaston,
the president; Mrs. Fred H. Palm- I Mrs. Porter Thompson, Mrs. Philip
Elsie Kimball of Worcester, Mass. of the class.
Graduates: Miss Ellen Dean Tel- an(j Charles who settled in Un one has to do.
er, Mrs. Edward G. Vail, Mrs. Her- E.
“ Graves. Mrs. Victor Warren,
•
•
•
•
man
of
Auburn.
Mass.;
David
E
Wendell Hodgkins cf Winthrop,
colnvllle. They had flve daughters
b»rt Barnard. Mrs. Horace Crosby. Mrs. Frederick Thompson, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Gregory of Mass., in his capacity as president. Crockett of Camden; Wendell A with five husbands in the Revolu
Argentina is one of the United Mrs. B. G. W. Cushman. Mrs. Oliver Elizabeth Reed, Mrs. Leforest
Mrs. Mary Newell of New York Anthony, R. I, ar^visiting Mr. and presided over the business session, I Hodgkins of Winthrcp, Mass.; Mrs. tion—also grandsons, grandsons-ln- States' heavy buyers of motor cars. L. Hall. Mrs. William Dow. Mrs. | Thurston. Mrs. Charles Baker
Mrs. William L. Gregory.
with the minutes of the reunion of j Dana Sherer (Frances Butler) of law and innumerable other 'in-laws
Guy O. Vickery, Miss Mabel Stead- ! Mitchell. Mrs. Leroy Hussey, Mrs.
• • • •
arrived Wednesday for a visit, with
1939 read by Miss Ellen Tolman, I Rockville; Mrs. H. O. Heistad, All girls or descendants came to
man. Mrs. Frank Nason. Scituate, Herbert Sherburne.
her lifelong friend, Mrs. Arthur 6.
Boston
has
a
Knox
street
only
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Hall of Ber secretary. A sober note was sound-1 ’Gladys Jones) of Rockport; Mrs.
Littlefield. Mrs. Newell has made wyn, Ill., and Mrs. Hall's father. ed ln Uie report of the death of Georg** B. Davis (Elizabeth Wliit- South Thomaston or vicinity.
I have been concentrating on four blocks from the Statler Hotel,
many friends in Rockland who will C. J. Malmros are guests at Cres WalbeT Low. a classmate, cn July 4 man Miss Lou Belle Jackson, Mrs.
Lieut.
John Mathews and his sis Rockland has one at the Northend.
be glad to welcome her here.
Evelyn Richardson McKusick. Miss
cent Inn.
of this year.
• • • •
ter.
Margaret
Mathews who mar
Greetings were read from these Elma Ireland and Luke S. Davis, of ried Timothy Spalding, and today
The
worst
effect
of war is the
In a recent Islesboro personal
Mr. and Mrs Theodore Davis and classmates unable to attend: Mrs. Rockland.
Camden Lions Club
notice of a luncheon given by Mrs. daughter Sylvia and Mr. and Mrs. Laura Dowlin Smith of Amherst,
Other classmates, not graduating, I got such a load taken off my suffering that comes to the chil
Beatrice Lillie at her Summer home Edwin Kenrick were in Bangor N. H.; Mrs. Vere Havener 'Emma Mrs. Jack Green (Lena Korltzkv), shoulders when I saw a notice of dren and the helpless aged. Just
Observed Ladies’ Night
family
was included the names of Mrs Sunday, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leah Cobb) of Morgantown. W. Va.; Ralph Choate. Walter C. Ladd. Al the Ingraham Family Reunion now starving refugee children in
At Y.W.C.A. Camp
Margaret
Mathews
Spalding's
old

war
torn
France
are
receiving
their
George B. Woodard. Mrs. Harris Peterson.
Mrs. Scott Coburn (Retu Patterson) bert U. Keene. Mrs. Lee Oliver
reunions
Woodman (formerly Janet Healey).
of Warren; Mrs. Claus Sand wall (Jennie Odiorne), Mrs. Kate Gould, est. Son Jedediah Spalding marr'ed first carloads of foods such as milk,
Tlie Camden-Rockport I.ions Club ,
chocolate, cheese and canned
E B. Wilder, who has been guest (Alzira Wentworth) of West New of Rockland; Mrs. Herbert Emmons Nancy Ingraham
I noticed the list of settlers in
enjoyed an unusually pleasant
Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin will be of Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Brackett on ton, Mass ; Mildred Emerson (Mil (Annie Colley), of Methuen, Mass.; St George by 1775 and wonder if vegetables.
• • • •
Ladies Night Tuesday as the guests
hostess to her Contract Club Friday Broad street, has returned to Lin dred Clark) cf Los Angeles. Calif.; Mrs Chester Marshall (Margaret the person submitting this list
“If Winter comes, wiU war's end of Tanglewood Y.W.C.A. Camp. Up
John B. (Sansom of Waldoboro; Mrs. Perry) of Port Clyde; Mrs Maud
at her cottage at Ingraham Hill tor coln.
could furnish a list of those there be far away?”
Florence Thomas McMillan, Mrs Ingraham Oould cf Portland;
a picnic luncheon. Mrs. Mary
on arrival at the Camp they were
• • • •
Mr and Mrs Donald Karl and Russell Bartlett <Meric Doe) and 1 Others: Mrs. Evelyn Crcckett in 1790, with names of wives, and
Newell will be guest of honor.
met by the girls, who graciouslv
families.
I
am
interested
in
get

Yes,
the
Bangor
Fair,
as
the
sen Richard were guests Sunday of Miss Charlotte Buffum. of Rock- | Hale of Camden; Mr Eminons and
escorted those who wished about
ting
the
family
of
James
Mathews
land.
|
Clyde
Beaton
of
Methuen;
Mrs.
sages
say,
is
the
herald
of
mid

Mr. and Mrs Herman Hewett in
the camp, visiting the swimming
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Emmons North New Portland They were
who
was
ln
Cushing
ln
1790
Cush

summer and after it is over,
Regrets were senl bv M ' Harriet i
Walter C. ladd.
and Clyde Beaton of Methuen accompanied by Miss Muriel Hew
H. O HeLstad, Mrs. A.bert U. Keene. ing was divided in 18C3 and James people begin to think of plans for und boating facilities at the stream
Long,
a
former
teacher,
who
at
the
the tennis courts and playground,
Maas, have been spending a few ett. who had been their guest for
was elected a town officer of St Fall and Winter.
last mcment was unable to attend,
and the Council Chamber, an im- V.'HIT.MORE FAMILY
days in the city, here to attend a week.
• • • •
George
In
1803.
His
third
wife
was
and
a
card
of
regret
from
Mrs.
Ger

Hatetoquitit Club met with Mrs.
the annual reunion of R. H. S.. 1904
The annual reunion of the WhitLook out, Arizona, or you will he presslve outdoor setting where
trude Illsley Padelford. also a for Cora Smith. The prizewinners were Eleanor Jones Barbour, married
Dr. and Mrs. P. L. Russell and mer teacher, who Is rummerIng at Mrs Grace Rollins and Mrs. Mabel in 1781. I know he had one daugh an Indian Territory again, by the Couneil meetings are held Satur- more frmily will he held at the
home of Mr and Mrs. W. J. BrySandra, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. daughters. Dorothy and Lois of Rcbbinston Maine, was read. A
ter, Jane Lemont Mathews who way the Indians are increasing day nights and services Sunday
The guests were then taken to ant at Union Common on Saturday,
Frank Hallcwell was 12 years old Hagerstown, Md.. are visiting Dr delightful letter from Mrs. Florence 'Ditrndike. A special guest was married Peter Josselyn, but I think about twice as fast as the white
the Dining Hall where a chicken I Sept 7 If stormy on that day,
Tuesday, and at her home on Mav Russell's mother Mrs. B W Russell Haley Cowie, Fort Sam Houston, Miss Daphne Winslow.
he had others, as the Census of population.
salad supper was served. The | jt will be held the following Mon
erick street was aided in the cele and his sister Mrs. Stella McRae. Texas, was received too late to be
4 • • •
1790 gives him as having a son
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Siersma
of
bration cf the anniversary by young
presented at tlie reunion.
Commercial Ice cream produc tables were attractively decorated | dav.
Syracuse. N. Y.. were guests of Mrs over 16 (William), none under 16
friends. Those present were Nath
Jennie Whitmore. See.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hall, and
These officers were e iected for Helen Carlson at Owls Head this three females—probably two daugh tion in the United States last year with candles and centerpieces of . •
alie Post. Sylvia Christofferson. the latter's father have arrived the ensuing year: (President. Ralph
ters and his wife. I don t think was estimated at over 290000.000 pine cones, evergreens and wild____________
week.
Leatrice Benner, Clara Hallowell. from Chicago and are stopping at Choate; vie. president. Mis Evelyn
the two daughters include Jane gallons, and never before has so flowers, which were arranged by EASTERN STAR FIELD DAY
Marlon Carter. Charlotte Murphy, Crescent Beach.
Richardson McKusick: treasurer.
as she was born In October 1790 much home made Ice cream been the Juniors at camp who are from I Thr Field Day Astoclation, OES.
The
members
of
the
Arts
and
Joanne Horne. Lucille Mank. Betty
Miss Elma Ireland; secretary. Miss Crafts Scciety and of the Tuesday when the census returns were in in use. Thus one sees this Ameri six to ten years old.
Cram. Elaine Glendenning and
During the supper the girls sang I cf Knox County will hold Its anMrs. Perley Brackett of Concord. Ellen Tolman (re-election). Com Art Club are Invited to meet in
If a. j. s. would supply more can-made dessert is really a grand
Shirley Eaten.
camp songs Miss Roberta Smith nual meeting Monday at the
N. H. was thc guest Wednesday of mittee on arrangements: Mrs. H O. tlie studio of Mrs. Fora Merchant Information on this family, as well home food.
directing and the Lions werp led Masonic dining hall in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Moody, Old Heistad. Miss Tolman and Mrs. Monday evening at 7.30. Miss as on the family of William Rack
• • • •
Miss Shirley Blackington of Pel- County road.
George B. Davis. A gift of books, Hawthorne who has an exhibit of liffe there in 1790. I should be de
White blueberries! Who wants in group singing by Dave Crockett Supper will be served at 6 and each
han;. N Y.. Ls at her former heme
accompanied by a word of friendly portraits in the library, will be the lighted as would many others who the namby-pamby looking things with Everett Grieve at the piano.
on the West Meadow road, guest of
MLss Gladys B. Russell, camp di chapter will have charge of dishes
Mite Club played contract at the thought was presented to Mrs. guest of honor.
are interested in their family lines when one can have the glorious
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edward home of Mrs. Charles Emery. Win Heistad as a token of appreciation
rector. was recipient of a cake pre and supper for Its members.
It
is
so
difficult
to
trace
these
purple
beauties
that
may
be
had
Blackington.
ners. Mrs. Cora Perry and Mrs of the hospitality itiown in the
Thp nipper will be followed by a
Mrs. Elizabeth Murray enter families up here as the records for the picking at almost every sented by George Dyer, represent
A. P. Haines.
Heistad heme for the four previous tained members of Ruth Mayhew are Largely missing.
ing Ihe Club, In honor of her birth program. In which each Chapter
fence corner or woodsy path.
Miss Aimee Karl Is home from
years in entertaining the class. Mrs Tent Sewing Club Monday evening
day.
will contribute two numbers. This
• Miss) Bernice O. Newborg
Portland where she made a fort
Robert MacWilliams and David Heistad. deeply moved by the
Following the supper an Informal will be followed by games and cards
141 Park Avenue Extension
Every kind of worm and bug. and
night's visit with Mr. and Mrs. Farrand are at Camp Hinds ln thought of her classmates, respond at her home on Pleasant street.
Refreshments were served by Uie
a number of new varieties are to program was presented by Miss with prizes. Guests may be In
Charles Hicks. Miss Marjorie Hicks Raymond.
ed briefly. A fitting tribute was hostess, assisted by Ruth Rogers
be found in the damp and over- Smith which included the la-vee vited by paying a nominal charge.
WINCHENBACH-JACOBSON
returned with her.
also paid MLs» Tolman for the gen Much werk was accomplished and a
Song by the Lions Quartet; a group Ccffee and creain will be given by
Miss Gladys M. Jacobson and rained-upon gardens of this sea song by the Senior girls and one the Association for thc runper.
_ . -.
Mid-Summer Clearance Sale, be- erous and affectionate thought she very enjoyable gening was spent.
son.
How
is
one
to
tell
an
enemy
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. Copper ; gjnniOg Thursday, Aug. 1. Alfreda has bestowed on the reunions in Sster Irene Winslow was reported Fr< 1 R. Winchenbach were mar
Officers are: President. Mrs.
from a friend of culture ln the by the juniors. These numbers by
Kettle. Hat sale, midsummer straw perry, 7 Limerock St., Rockland — tlie seven years they have been in ln ill health, members are request ried ye terdav at a nuptial mass in flower regions?
the girls were performed ex ep- Oladys Cramer of South Union;
p.Wts, $1.—adv.
91-921 adv.
82-93 existence.
ed to send cards. Tlie next meeting St. Bernards Church, Rev. Fr.
tion ally well and showed very fine vice nrexldents. associate matrons
• • » •
The high light of the evening, of the club will be with Mrs. Susie James F. Savage officiating.
training by Miss Smith. There was of every chapter in the county;
A
lesson
'tis;
however, was the presence of MLss Karl. Tuesday afternoon and eve
The bride was attired in a navy
a tap dance by Miw Betty Tilton of r< retary. Mis. Bessie Stephenson;
An
Expert
in
Disguise
Anna E. Coughlin, beloved teacher ning. with picnic supper. Mem blue cress with white accessories,
trea-urer. Mrs. Hester Chase of
A number of years ago a sales Waterville, brief remarks by Miss Rockland.
and counselor, and when called to bers will take dishes.
and wore a corsage of roses. Het
Russell,
and
a
solo,
"Oh!
My
Goodj
her feet to give the talk the class
attendant was Mbs Helen M Win girl at the glove counter In the ness!' very charmingly done by |
always looks forward to so eagerly,
Miss Mary June Watkins enter chenbach. sister of the groom, who Wanamaker store, having finished little Miss Betty Small, one of the
she was given an ovation, with tained at her heme on T street also wort naw b!ue and white, with waiting on a woman customer, Juniors.
everyone cn their feet, that must Monday afternoon MLss Barbara a corsage cf roses. Bernard J. turned to wait on a man. As she
Out of town visitors were Mr. and
have convinced her cf the love and J. White of Vero Beach. Fla., Miss Winchenbach, brother of the groom, wis fitting hls gloves he remarked:
graphic s
"If you will allow me to say so. Mrs. A. C. MeLoon, Mr. and Mrs. I
admiration and respect entertained Lucille Mank and Miss Nadine was best man.
SEMI-ANNUAL
Munsey, Jane Perry, Mrs. j
for her. In her talk she stressed Fuller.
Following the ceremony, the new you didn't take enough trouble to Everett
E.
W.
Moore,
all
of
Rokland.
I
the importance of friendliness at
ly married couple wt-at on a brief satisfy your last customer."
this time when the world is so much
The girl looked peeved and said. George P Miller of Boston. Harold
Richard Charles Robarts. son of wedding trip.
•- .
THEATRE
, ,
ln turmoil, and gave the advice of Mr. and Mrs. A. M Johnson, 21
Mrs. Winchenbach is a daughter Oh. you seem to know a lot about C. Pilbbury of Baltimore. Md., and
Camden •
Tai. ^510
being friendly to “Your next door Clarendon street, celebrated his of Mrs. George Wooster cf this city waiting on customers! Why don't Lucille Watts of Warren.
neighbor”—not to feel it necessary eighth birthday Monday by enter and Carl A Jacoh'on of St. George you try it and show us how? •
to go far to express a friendliness. taining 19 cf his friends with a She attended St George High
READ ALL THE NEWS
Not a bad idea," said the man
FRIDAY
She recalled the time when Alton lawn party. The afternoon was Schcol and has had until recently stepping behind the counter. “May
THEN RFAD 41.1. TIIE MIS
Hall Blackington said to her; “I spent at games. Refreshments of employment in Rockland.
Mr I wait on you. Madam?" he con
am going everywhere and see the candy, crax. Kcol-ade, ice cream Winchenbach is a run of Mr. and tinued. addressing another custo
“ABE LINCOLN
world,’’ and she replied: “Good! and two nice birthday cakes were Mrs. Frank T. Winchenbach, and mer.
Begin with Meadow Brook” and served
Richard received many graduated in 1938 from Rockland
I want a pair of washable long
IN ILLINOIS'
commented that he did. She said fine gifts. Those present were John High School, where he was well white gloves."
that this was a good example of Blackman Paul Merriam. "Teddy- known in athletics of the school.
with
As she selected a pair, the man i
what to do—begin the friendly Strong, "Teddy" and Harlan Syl He is in the employment of R. L.
said, "But you will want an extra t
RAYMOND MASSEY
spirit at home. Full of wisdom and vester. Richard Baum. Oloria Bolin, Richards.
pair while these are being washed,
thought, her words made a deep Ruth Mahoney, Melvin and Donala
will you not?"
.
Impression on her listeners who will Lunt, Kenneth and Dexter Nelson.
"Oh. I suppose I shall," replied ‘
never cease to profit by her lessons. Justin Cross, Ronald Anderson,
AT
Now Playing
the woman.
KATHERINE’S
In response to unanimous request, Ruth Uird, Grace. Glenice and
"Naturally." assured the man. |
Miss Coughlin read several of her Kenneth Thompson, and Mary
COMMUNITY BUILDING "And these.” he continued, "are
BEAUTY SHOP
Osa Johnson's
poems, among them "All the News”, Cates. Special guests were Mrs
ROCKLAND
AUGUST SPECIALS
exactly
the
same
kind
of
gloves,
]
"Home' and "The Master Mariner," Thomas Anderson, Mrs. Edward
ROCKLAND
only in gray, as you see, for after- j 666 MAIN ST..
Married Adventure’
a recently written work which In Cross, Paul Lord and Ernest Sim
(KI.AKE BLOCK) TEL 1120
noon wear. May I suggest two
spired Mr. Heistad to sing “An mons, aunts and uncles respectively
Katherine Small. Prop.
pairs of these?"
chored." a song telling of a sea in of the little host.
The woman took them. He sold
cident.
her four pairs of gloves when she
SUMMER SHOWERS
came to buy one pair. And all in
were39c, $1.24.......... wow 84c
[For The Courier-Gazette]
10 minutes.
When the rain Just keeps on raining
Friday and Saturday
Say, you're some seller," - said
Ih the good old Bummer time.
were $1.99, $2.34, $2.99now$174
the salesgirl. “You ought to get a
And our flowers are all battered
job here."
Then wilt trom hot sunshine
Well," replied the man genially,
Should we smile and keep on smfilni
were$2.99,$3.S0 .. wow $2.74
fc four
Warn our hearts are sadly tattered
"you see I've other things to do."
That our favorite little posies
And he gave her his card which
Are all torn and sadly shattered?
read. "Mr. Rodman Wanamaker."
The event that thousands of women wait for.
Yes. pray keep a sunny smile
• • • •
Every garment in our entire stock is included
Buds will come in a little while
And renew the spoils of showers
Garden
Club
Collect
in this great sals. Nothing has been reservod
With an avalanche of flowers.
Let us, O God, look to the tree
. . . none bought for sals purposes. Drastic
There are lessons ln these treasures
and the flower for the beauty and
F
r
our
short
sighted
measures
reductions that take place only twice a year.
serenity of orderly living. As each
Of the ways and whiles of time
in its season, depending wholly up
If our hearts to thoughts Incline.
on Thee for development, arrives
Life Is made of sun and showers
One Increases the other's powers;
at perfection, so may each of us.
Take them, treasures ss they fall
in simplicity and trust, work out
Beavcna blessings to one anil all
the divine pattern of her being And
K 8 F
Rockland
help us to achieve ln living, O God ■
the same harmony and loveliness
that we strive for in gardening
Have you seen the Chinese win
378 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
exemplifying in both the beauty
dow display? The What-Not Shop,
of holiness.
TOM MIX in person
—adv.
• • • •
with TONY
Monday morning at 5 a. m.. who
and his company of
saw the transcending glory of the
Eastern heavens veiled with a cur
WESTERN STARS
Friday and Saturday
tained drapery of magnificent
flame?
ANNOUNCING
FRIDAY, AUGUST 9
• • • •
Matinee 3 P. M. Evng Show 8.15
Our Annual Display and Sale of
Norman
Lermond
is a natural
92*&93
ist and no doubt about it. Some
day people will awaken to the mar
velous work he has accomplished
in his particular line of help to
NOW PLAYING
future historians of Flora and
You Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection
Other
Fauna, as well as giving to thc
“TURNABOUT"
Seed
State the beautiful Arboretum that
with
TODAY
$1.98-52.98
will grow more lovely and more
CAROLE LANDIS
Quality Furs at Moderate Prices
SPENCER TRACY
valuable as years pass.
JOHN HUBBARD
WEDGIES. DUTCHIES, SANDALS
• • • •
In
An eyeless needle, the thread be
ing inserted in a hollow section,
“NORTHWEST PASSAGE"
has been designed for surgical use.
FURRIERS
Shows 2, 6 and 8.45 P. M.
• * • *
CLOTH COATS
BURDELL S DRESS SHOP
Some day when motorists are
432 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
getting 400 miles to the gallon on
16 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 540
Shows: Mat. 2: F.vg. S.45 and g.45
new devices, will they be claiming
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45
they are getting 500?
89-tf
Sunday Mat. 5— Daylight Time
I---------

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hall Black- ,
Ington of Boston were guests Sat -1
urday of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad. Rockport, who entertained in
formally in the evening when Mr
Blackington, who is touring ■ the
State gathering material for a
forthcoming lecture, shewed many
of his fine pictures accompanying
them with delightful descriptions
and comments. Others present were
MLss Ellen D. Tolman. Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Kalloch of Auburn, Mass..
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. S. Morse of
Morse’s Corner; Mrs. Mildred Phil
brook of Camden; Mr. and Mrs
Charles Adams Perry of Lincoln
ville Beach; Miss Caroline I. Jame
son, Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost. Miss
Mabel Spring, and Miss Gladys
Blethen of Rockland; and Mr. and
Mrs. Orett Ribmton of Cas’ir.-. If
was regtetted that Miss Anna C.
Coughlin and F. A. Winslow who
were also bidden were unable to be
present.

Mr. and Mrs. Wendell A. Hodg
kins of Winthrop, Mass., were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs
David O. Hodgkins. Tlieir visit
was timed to that they could at
tend the annual reunion of Mr
Hodgkins' class (1904) of Rockland
High School.

Visited “Tanglewood”

Bell Shops

C OMIQUt

CORSET?

20$ oH
40$

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

starhE

Bell Uops

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS

Sown Here

Now $1.98

Falls In Fertile

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

Strand ft

Soil, Insuring a

Bountiful Harvest

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

Every-Other-Day
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WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE

A Strange Call
Firemen Saved a Million
Lives At the Boothbay
Hatchery

FOR ONLY 2c A MILE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

Boothbay Harbor firemen assist
ed by 30 volunteers saved the lives
of more than a million youngsters
Agri: ulture
I added to, every
every quart
quart of
u,_ syrup
s,. uP to
tv ,
strangest call they
William Plummer, assistant coun give an almond flavor. Strain out j eyer recelved
ty agent in Cumberland and York ; the p.U = usir« = *
It was a telephone alarm and a
junites was in Knox-Llnccln the
After skinned, the pe.c e. .
real
one (rom sea and
coun
a;t week. Plummer spends most
simmered in the syrup abou - g^ore Fisheries Commissioner Arcf hls time with the market gar- minutes depending on theirfirm- , thur r Oreenleaf who beckoned
d:n: .s in his counties. While here. nesa‘
; the apparatus to the State lobster
he called on Oeorge and Clifton c00k
,h^C^nn,ain<,re wi,h hot ■ rearin« station in a hurry. The
Walker, cf Altra; Lloyd Clark of ers and f‘" the containe .
h i pumping equipment for the rearing
Rockland; W,lliam Chater. of Cam- s^,ru?
anvP9ir hubbies Sea' - tanks had failed and 81031 num‘
den; and Harold Allen cf Hope.
; de !° 8°‘
' bers of valuable fourth-stage crusA. P Allen of Hope has a small nac®’ffi boffing^wau/ bath and ,eceans wWch needed
constant.v
p’Ot of the new potato variety. XV^lXXs\“t« 0‘™>ati**
Hucma. and the piece is looking £u aroul,d thenl 50^ hard
danger of suffocation,
Men were stationed at each tank
very well.
Complete directions for canning
stir the water by hand until the
Meetings on construction cf ma- different peaches. Jars, and pre- to
fire fighters could get their pump
nure pits were held last week in serves are available at the Rock- ing equipment into action. All
Jeifei on and Whitefield by M. G land office. Send in your request through the night the frenzied ac
Huber, agricultural engineer of the for U.S.DA bulletins.—"Home Can
on and Just at sunrise
Extension Service
Ccunty Agent ning cf Fruits. Vegetables and tivity went
Thomas McKinney and his
Wentworth has a set of blue prints Meats," and "Home-made Jellies. Supt oressed
crew had the station
„rd pressed^ crew naajne station
on these pits which are being Jams, and Preserves" to Extension machinery
back
into operation
reccmmcnded by the Extension Service. Federal Bldg., Rockland.
By quick thinking and quick acService.
Maine.
I tion several thousand dollars worth
Round Top Farms of Damaris- 4-H Club Notes
I cf the young lobsters were saved
cc’ta is planning to exhibit several
The Alford Lake 4-H Club met; and the loss amounted to praccows at the dairy show which will July 24. at the Hope Corner school ; tlcally nothing
be held at Highmcor Farm Satur grounds to mow and rake the grass
Breathing a sigh of relief Green
day. Many farmers from this coun and dig a hole preparatory to set- leaf stated that to date more than
ty plan to attend this meeting.
Goofs Hausen o W^ltcf.^ sZd ;
8 new ^8
‘here This is a half million fourth-stagers had
that he had such a good time last| 8 4‘H community
community project
project for
ft which been released up and down the
th.,
Ho Ithe club wilt be given 50 extra I coast.
?ear that he is going agai
! po^tg toward their total club score.
-----------------lemarkcd. It
as a e 1
0 i Plans were made for a 4-H picnic ( CUSHING
show and gave one a chance to see soar.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Schmid of
some of the best ccws in the State
Pauline True and Philip Went
and also set how they are Judged." worth. members of the Hatchet Mt. Oradell. N. J. are guests of Mrs.
With The Homes
4-H club of Hope, have been chosen i Dorothy Lindahl and Mr and Mrs.
to medei in skating togs at th? 4-H C. H Wales
Peaches f..r Winter Eating
Accoiding tc the Bureau of Home
Miss Clara Fogerty, daughter of
Economics of the U 6 Department at H‘«h!ncor ln Monmouth. Aug. 3
this rt vue there will be a~4-H Mr and Mrs. Frank Fogerty of
of Agriculture, the peach crop of
1940 sabout ud tc.average There
and «lrl Irom each5Ult,We
county t0 I Oalt
formerlynurse
of thisat town
tw^pkntyforwZ^dp^n
”
wh0 Ontar
is * ‘°s,udenl
:he

more

ALL THIS AND

Luxury Coaches!

oh the

fast

Traveling aboard

mm

AU Seats Reserved!

Tavern-Lounge Car!

"THE EAST WIND” hours and miles

seem doubly short between Maine, New Hampshire, New
York, New Jersey, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washing
ton. “THE EAST WIND ' is the 1940 innovation in low

cost, all-luxury Train Travel.—AU this for only TWO
CENTS A MILE,

FACTS you should know about “The East Wind’’
• Advance Reservations are Necessary
• Capacity is limited
• Don't be disappointed by fading to get tickets in advance
LOWEST COST—HIGHEST SPEED!!!

Comfortable Reclining Beats ln cool,
uxury coaches can be adjusted to any
of three positions tall reserved*.

Everything for appetite or thirst at
popular prices ln this unique clublike Grill Car.

Rockland-New York,
Rockland-Washington,
Rockland-Philadelphia,

$8.45—11 hours 2 minutes
13.85—14 hours 55 minutes
11.15—12 hours 45 minutes

ORFF’S CORNER

COMPULSORY MILITARY TRAINING KNOX COUNTY CHURCHES

Miss Janice Ralph of Waldoboro
was guest Friday of Miss Elizabeth
Elwell.
Mr. and Mrs Henry E. Meyer and
son Leonard and guests of Dorches
ter, Mass., are at their Summer
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thompson
of Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Miner of Warren were visi
tors Saturday at Harry Creamer's.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward K. Wall of
South Bristol were callers Sunday
at Albert Elwell's.
Mrs Hattie Perry returned Sun
day to Appleton after » weeks visit
with her sister Mrs. Lizzie Hoch.
Mr. and Mrs Bernard A. York,
Mrs. Kenneth S. Elwell and daugh
ter Beatrice were callers Sunday at
the heme of Mr York's mother
Mrs Ella York in Damariscotta
Mills.
Mrs Lida Creamer and Mrs. Liz
zie Hoch attend a Farm Bureau
training class last Thursday in
Rockland.
Mrs. Albert B Elwell and daugh
ter Elizabeth attended church serv
ice Sunday in Union.
Mrs. Minnie Earle of Auburn has
been guest for a week of her
brother Percy R. Ludwig.
Mrs. Carrie Waltz returned to
Rocklapd Monday after a few days
visit with Miss Enah Orff and Miss
Mabel Borneman.
The Girls 4-H club met Mon
day with Miss Helen Hoch.

Facts about the Selective Com- ternatlonal highwaymen would be
‘ Th'p We.Can.Dl>Il Club of North ’ Demoness hospital. Boston has
Waldoboro met at the home of the been guest of her uncle and aunt pulsory Military Training bill are certain to make important gains,
leader. Mrs. Lula Miller, for a Nelson Fogerty and Miss Cora Fog- told ln question and answer form Our very national existence ls at
by the Military Training Camps stake.
;Unchecn. The cooking girls fur- i
for .
nished salad£ and hot biscuits. The
7 * °
‘
, .„ u Association as follows:
Q —How can our defenses be exflrst part of the afternoon was spent
A BlbIe »««!«» school will be
q.—Why is compulsory selective panded quickly to insure the safety 1
working on the record sheets held at the church each afternoon training and service necessary?
of the nation?
Then the rest of the time, the mem- this week, with Rev. Van Dem?n
A.—This democratic and compre- A—The only answer to this is :
bers visited the girls' hemes to see and hf-Ders carrvine on the wo-k hensive system is mandatory be- compulsory selective training and ,
dairy ch;clc
and rocm tm-. „? ^rs,car^ln8 «
cause the United States is threat- service. The volunteer system has 1
provement projects. Mrs. Hazel
Mlss Be(tv Rivers of Quincy.
ened with actual invasion by mighty iailed. With the use of every
Ludwig, assistant leader and Lu- Mass has returned after a few but impoverished dictator nations known form of ballyhoo, supported !
cinda Rich, 4-H club agent, were weeks' stay with her grandparents Hemmed by Nazi-Fascist-Commun- by the Indisputable fact that the
also present.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Rivers. Mr. ist legions. 20.020000 strong in Eu- nation actually is in danger, the ,
A contest on judging menus was
conducted by the club agent at a and Mrs Wendell Rivers were guests rope and Asia, the United States. Army recruiting program is lag- ,
meeting of the Junior Sunshine 4-H of Mr. and Mrs. Rivers over the with Its vast natural resources and ging. The nation s vast industrial j
unparalleled industrial plant, vir- plant can be trusted with the ti.en into tre water bath as quick club of Simonton which was held weekend
tually is defenseless from the milt- tanic job of building planes, guns,
ly as possible. Allow 2-2‘n pounds with their leader, Mrs Cecil Annis
Miss Carrie Wallace is caring for tary viewpoint Under such con- tanks and other material of mod- J
for each quart jar or No 3 tin can. Plans for a tour and picnic at the
Pre-cooking the peaches and next meeting which will be at South Miss Mina Woodcock who remains ditions. our wealth and that of ern war but this part of the de- |
in ill health but is improving from other republics of the Western fense effort would be wasted un- I
picking hot also helps to prevent Thomaston were made.
Hemisphere becomes easy lure for less sufficient man-power was 1
the brown discoloration The water
Fourteen projects, including dairy, her recent attack.
victorious but economically poor trained to use them efficiently.
method is best for peaches.
chick, poultry, garden, potatoes, and
Mrs. G. A. Vannah and Miss Nazi-Fascists on the one hand and
Q —Will compulsory training ln- '
Make a sugar syrup allowing from pig were vis ited on a 4-H club tour „ .
_ ,
5 to 12 'a cups sugar to a gallon of i made by the members of the Helen Fales naveemployment
at the conquest-bent Japanese on the sure the greatest possible speed in
manning our defense establish- ]
other.
water, depending on how sweet you , Medomak Maine-iax 4-Hers of the home ofWellington Smith,
lik. ycur peaches. Use warm water North Waldoboro July 24 Philip Pleasant Point.
Q —Is cur defense establishment ment?
A.—Yes, and speed is now impera
arte ’ir until th? sugar is dissolved. 1 Lee is local leader and attended The Thomaston Rook Club was adequate to meet this threat.
Boil 3-5 minutes with a peach pit! the tour.
tive
In modern^ lightning war
A
—
It
is
not.
Our
military
force;
j entertained Monday with a picnic
comprlsirt 240OTO men in the Reg there is no time for training of,
supper at the home of Mr. and ular Army. 234.000 in the National troops after fighting begins. Raw
I ...
i able estate once occupied by a mul
Mrs. W. G. Maloney'.
Guard and approximately 125.000 recruits, however brave, cannot
ti-millionaire. It is surrounded by
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Holder of reserves would be little more than operate tanks, airplanes and ar
Continued from Page One)
i a masonry wall from six to 10 feet
a nuisance to Hitler's mechanized tillery.
Animal Farm in an early Issue. ., in height, running a distance of Malden. Mass., were weekend guests millions. Furthermore, these troops
Q. — How would compulsory
phetegrapher from that magazine more than half a mile. It makes of his parents Mr. and Mrs. W. B are not equipped adequately with training be put into operation un
recently made 107 pictures, some of , the average farm stone wall look Holder. Their daughter Mrs. Tonks tanks, airplanes, anti-tank guns, der the Burke-Wadsworth measure?
A—-Every man between the ages
and her daughter Doris are to re anti-aircraft guns and field artil
which will be reproduced.
like a line of toy blocks.
lery to turn back a lightning of 18 and 65 would be enrolled.
turn
today
to
Somerville.
Mass.
LINCOLNVILLE
Muskrats and other water rodents
I have heard so much over staThose from 21 to 45 would be eligi
Mr and Mrs D T. Rivers. Ethan I thrust like the one which crushed ble for eight months' training,
Mrs. Forence MacDonald was
are natural enemies to all water tion WHDH about Canobie Lake
i the French Army in a little more
guest Saturday and Sunday at Hotel
when called under the selective pro
vegetation. The tende- roots of any Park that I was Interested in ob- Morrison, their daughter Miss Alice ! than a month
DeWitt in Lewiston.
Q—Isn't the United States Navy vision of the bill Those physical
water plant is their natural food serving the plant while passing Rivers also Mr and Mrs Joseph
Mrs. Nellie Wescott of Camden
ly
flt
ln
the
age
groups
from
18
McCormick with Miss Jane Cerian- sufficient protection from Invasion?
and during the summer season they through the town of Salem,
was a visitor recently at Mr. and
to
21
and
45
to
65
would
be
on
A—The Navy alone does not
Mrs A E. Knight.
have been known to destroy an en- I They go in for numerals over i na and Dawn Rivers of Brighton,
meet the full defense needs of the call for training in defense units
Mrs. Edward Riley, daughter Kay,
j
Mass.,
are
at
the
Rivers
farm
for
tire lily pond. Mr. Benson is very that way as hhown by the fact that
country. Although the Navy is a near their homes.
son Leo ahd George Stone of Bos
Q —Does this mean that, millions
preud of his lily pond which con- i one resort is known as "Nine Acres" a few weeks, while Mrs. Rivers ls superb fighting force, second in
Advent Christian Church in Friendship, Rev. Osborne, pastor
ton arc vacationing with Mr. and
I recuperating from illness. Mr and size and striking power only to that of men would be ordered out sim
tains a varied collection of assort and another as "Twenty Oaks."
—Photo by Dow J Mrs. Edward Trainer.
ultaneously.
disrupting
the
na

of
Great
Britain,
it
has
a
twoMrs McCormack are to return this
______________
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Gray and
ed pink. blue, red and white lilies | n
ocean problem and it can cope suc tions .ndustrial and business life?
! son Gail and daughter, Janice of
week.
from practically all parts of the Sunday At The Beaches
A
—
Emphatically,
it
dees
not.
to
which
he
is
most
fitted
and
GLEN
COVE
cessfully with only one of them
j Hallowell visited Sunday at M. F.
We rode home past the famous
The Ladies Aid with Miss Jean at a time. While our Navy, whose Through the selective provisions of spreads the burden of defending
world. This summer they have dis
Mrs. H B. Gambele of Newark. N Dickey's.
New
Hampshire
beaches
—
Hampton
ette
Wales
assisted
by
her
sister
the
bill,
every
effort
would
be
made
the
nation
evenly
on
the
shoulders
appeared so rapidly that he has
tonnage in commission totals 1.256,Mrs. Carrie Clarke has moved to
has joined her grandson Bruce
and Rye and were amazed at the Thelma Wales and Miss June Payson 955 in comparison to 968 296 for tc prevent disruption of the nor- of all. For example, expert chem- J.,
been at his wit s end.
Babcock and Frederick Babccck at Central street, Camden
tremendous number of pleasure as hostess is to serve a baked bean Japan is based ln the Pacific, the mal lilt of the country. Those lsts would not waste their talents the Babcock cottage. Pine Hill. They
Pete The Pelican
seekers we saw there. A beautiful supper at Town hall Wednesday entire Western Hemisphere ls pro needed more in indusl.y, research, in the quartermasters corps, and have as guests Kenneth Hurvey cf Wa,hiRgton D c are ending
tected from the forces of European business, agriculture and tne tech good cocks would not be assigned Fenwood N. J FhllllP Walsh ant! theJ hjrd Summer at Miss Emily
Something had to be done, and ride but with the ocean vista fre at 6.
brigand nations only by the British nical professions than in the com to ballon observation. t
| Shep Schulz of Newark
1-----hurriedly, in order to save the re quently hidden by the great wall of
Hall's.
Miss Pearl Langille with the El Fleet.
bat forers would be undisturbed.
Q—Who would be called first?
Mrs. Elizabeth Leavitt and daughmainder of the lilies. Pete, a gro sea stones washed high by the liot children Elizabeth and Rich
Q
—
How
many
would
be
called
Q.—Can we continue to depend
A.—After the enrollment is com- ter Olive cf New York were guest- COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
tesque member of the pelican family fierce storms.
pleted. the men needed for train- | Tuesday at E B Hall s
ard of Salem. Mass., are at Mont on the British Navy as our flrst line for training?
WORK WONDERS
A.—This would be left to the ing at any given period will be
Col and Mrs. C. C. Cocmb' of I
with the "huge beak and elongated
Conspicuous ln Sunday's con pelier the Summer home of the of defense in the Atlantic?
judgment
of
the
President
and
the
A
—
We
cannot.
Great
Britain
selected by lot. . Those on the list
legs" was taken from his cage and gested traffic was the motorcycle. late Dr. H. L. Elliot.
now is besieged and' no man knows War and Navy Departments. Men will be interviewed by local boards
placed on sentry duty. While not We figure that we met or were
Mrs. J. Fulton Furgeson is en how long British seapower will con would be called as they were need' in each community, insuring that
particularly a fighting bird, Mr. passed by more than 500 of these tertaining Mrs. Woodruff of New tinue to dominate the waterways ed and in proportion to the ma- ,alrness ln the matter of exemp.
any
the hlghest
Benson figured that the mere pres speedy machines. Some of these Haven. Conn., for a few weeks. Rev. of the world. Should the main terial expansion of the defense Uons
you look at it!
ence of Pete wound frighten the lily cyclists were traveling singly, but and Mrs. Cocks of Wtlkesbarre, Pa. British Fleet be destro.veed. cap equipment. There is no intention Men needed in ti,ejr regular work
of pulling millions of men away
pond marauders away.
for the most part they were in who recently purchased the Judo- tured or scuttled, the United States irom their Jobs to have them train more than in the fighting forces,
Don't let stringy, ungainly locks Y'Ol
either would have to move its bat
those with physical disabilities and
It seems that fish and frogs arc groups, and we saw at least one
can't see mat your beauty from an
vitch place, are soon to be her tle fleet to the Atlantic, giving with broomsticks.
others with dependents will be ex
other's point of view. Come hrre for a
Petes favorite foods and the lily club the Imembera of which were
Q
—
Does
compulsory
selective
Japan
a
free
rein
in
the
Pacific,
or
empted. From those remaining, the
guests also, Mrs Cocks being a
pre-shaped permanent that is “perfect
pend is full of both. Last week a as gaily garbed as a softball team.
leave the Eastern seaboard and all service insure efficiency?
selections will be made on the
room-mate and class mate of Mrs. of Latin America virtually unpro
—any way you look at it.”
A
—
It
does.
Furthermore,
it
in

group of farm visitors noticed that
basis of age groups with the num
Sunday's memorable outing added Ferguson at Vassar College.
tected. In either event, we would sures a maximum of justice. It ber ln each unit from 21 to 25 prehe appeared to be in great pain. about 350 miles to the total of our
Mrs. William Hall has returned suffer severe losses, while the in- places every man ln the position , dominating. There will be older
His every action was spasmodic and weekend journeyings.
home after several weeks spent in
■ ) men. up to 45. however in each of
Top Floor
denoted intense suffering.
Mr.
(The End)
Salem. Mass.
the detachments.
•AND YOU WENT FOR A WALK ON A SUPER HIGHWAY!"
Benson was summoned and after a
II. II. Crie Co. Bldg.
Q —Why w’ill older men be called
Charles Rivers, daughters Ernes
BEAUTY
SHOP
hurried consultation with the Ani
with
youths?
tine and Rita of Washington, with
SOUTH WALDOBORO
mal Farm veterinarian, an opera
Take Elevator
A.—This is to take some of the
320 MAIN ST-ROCKLAND
Miss Crystal Fitch and Herbert Mr and Mrs. Owen Maloney of
burden of first-line defense from
tion was decided upon to save Pete's
Morse are employed at the Wallace Malden, Mass., were callers Sunday
the shoulders of youth, and at the
83-Th-tf-p8
life. Upon opening his huge jaws,
Gardens.
on friends here.
same time instill greater efficiency
it was found that in attempting to I
and stability in the armed forces.
Mr. and Mrs. Loweell Wallace.
Mrs. Charles E. Prior and son
ewallow a horn pout, the horns of
Q —Will the colleges and uni
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wallace, Mrs. George of Medfield, Mass., arrived
the fish had become imbedded in
versities be stripped of students?
Nellie Wallace and son Harlan of Monday for a week's visit with Mr
A— No. As few men as possible
and Mrs F. J. Nord. Mrs. Prior for
his mouth so firmly that he could
Friendship enjoyed a motor trip the past three weeks has been guest
will be taken from colleges. This
neither swallow nor eject it. Much
(Eastern Standard Time)
Sunday to Cadillac Mt.
will apply particularly to those
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nelsen in Or
to Pete's relief, a small pair of
studying medicine, engineering,
The supper held Wednesday at land.
SWAN
’S ISLAND LINE
pliets were pressed into service and
Mrs. George Avery returned home
metallurgy chemistry and kindred
the church drew a large number
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Sunday from Bath.
he again resumed his sentry duty
sciences.
and $22 was cleared by the Ladies
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Dr. and IMrs. Alynn Peabody of
Q.—Would compulsory training
and the lilies are again multiplying
Read Down
Union Aid. The next meeting will Thomaston spent Sunday at Camp
be
a
hardship?
lapldly.
Dally
Daily
be Aug. 1, with Mrs Abbie Fernald. Mecca.
A.—It should not be to any
Except Sun.
Exeepl
Sun.
Mrs. Hattie Orff returned home
American worthy of the name. We
Mrs. Bessie G. Wallace attended
A Millionaire's Castle
Sun.
Only
Sttn.
Only
Friday after a few days at the
would
be
soft
indeed
lf
our
men
j
A.M.P.M.A.M.
A.M.P.M.P.M.
Patrons of the Wild Animal Farm, a picnic Friday at the Summer Orff cottage at Pleasant Point.
could not stand eight months of |
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKI.AND.
«Ar. 11.55 7.06 5.35
who have plenty of time on their home of Mrs. John Northcott in
Miss Carrie Walace is caring for
camp life, which unquestionably
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
Mina Woodcock who is ill.
hands, invariably enter the "maze", Friendship.
will benefit every individual selec- ,
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
Miss Eleanor Gruhn of Boston is
Mrs.
John
C.
Morse
Jr.,
and
ted?
but do not ifind it such an easy vacationing at the home of her
7.5O|
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
Lv.
| 8.452.15
daughter Nancy of Thomaston have
Q.—Is compulsory training a step
matter to make their exit. The aunt. Mi - Samuel Winchenbach.
Read Up
been visiting Mrs. Morse’s parents.
toward totalitarianism in this
Isaac Richards of Worcester, Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Hyler the past
maze is apparently a simple affair,
country?
VINALHAVEN LINE
but Eddie assured me it cost Mr. Mass., who has been visiting his week. Mrs. John Morse Sr., was
A.—It is not. In fact, the BurkeSTEAMER W. S. W HITE
sisters, Mrs. Sadie Flanders and also visiting her mother Mrs. Lizzie
Benson $7,500.
Wadsworth plan is the only cer
Read Down
Mrs. Annie Brazier, also his brother. | Wotton.
tain guarantee against aggression
The above is only a haphazard Samuel Richards in Friendship.
Dally . i.
Daily
,
Mr. and Mrs. John Nelson of Or
Except
by dictator nations in the Western
Except* c Daily cglance at a great show. Bob and
land were guests Monday o'f Mr
Sat. A »?£ Dally
Sat.
Exrept
Hemisphere.
In
no
other
way
can
Fishing. You can survey the sub- ; and Mrs. F. J. Nord,
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
I are geing again some day, when
the necessary forces be mobilized
A.M.A.M.P.M.
A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
the temperature gets down cut of ject from baits, lures and plugs to
and trained quickly in the United
Coaching a baseball team. Big
Ar. 9.45 11.45 5.30
5.00 !8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
the upper 80 s and the humidity is ( cooking or mounting the catch. The
States. Instead of being totalita
9.05
Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
pastime is gone into thoroughly in legaue ball players visit the campus
rian in essence, the compulsorysomewhat near normal.
Lv. 8.30 10.30 4.15
6.1310.00 3.30 9.15| Ar. VINALHAVEN,
as
guest
lecturers
and
reveal
pre

selective
training
program
is
100
space
i
Columbia's
extension
division:
Incidentally the parking
Read Up
cious
secrets
about
their
profespercent
democratic
and
is
founded
has acecjnmodation for 5,000 cars. , "Physical Education cX92 — The
• New York train connection Saturday only.
firmly
on
the
Constitution
of
the
fimall bovs The motorist is protected by an all-steel body, hut the walker hasn’t even
78-tf
Returning via Windham we Theory and Practise of Fresh Water sional techniques,
United States.
a strong bumps.
parsed Searles Castle, U*e remark-j Anglin*' '___ ________ ___
J often sit in.

for canning and preserving.
For fanning, select peaches that
are fii.n ar.d r.pe but not soft,
Avcid those that are badly bruised.I
these that are uneven in shape and
have punctures made by worms, and
those with brown spots of decay.1
You can get bc:h freestone and
clingstone peaches either white
fie bed cr yellow, but the yellow-.
fleshed freestone peaches are most
popular for heme canning
The chief problem in canning
peaches is to keep them from
»—jrr<T brown after thev are peeled.
That is why it is important to get
the peaches into the containers and
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